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ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
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Car chase ends with man dead

Volume 101. Issue 42
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Students work
to get others to

Wanted man runs into hospital where he is shot, killed by police

vote in election
College Democrats

By Lisa Halvaratadt
City News Editor

focus on education
issues and how to get
students to vote
|Pag«7

Students pushing
importance of
Ohio's elections
College Republicans

An Indiana man was shot and
killed at Wood County I lospital
on Monday night after a highspeed chase involving Howling
Green police and the Ohio
Highway Patrol.
Daniel I. Rice. 30. of Nappanee,
Ind., stole' a gray pickup truck
from a gas pump at Barney's

Convenience Mart at 996 South
Main St. and headed soulhboundon Interstate75.
After a store clerk at Barney's
reported the vehicle stolen at
9:4fi p.m., an Ohio Highway
Patroloff1cersawthe2002Toyota
Tundra'and attempted to pull
Rice over on 1-75. like eventually
changed direction and headed
north on 1-75 before getting oil
at the Howling Green exit and

turning right on Woostei Si net
Despite police setting spikes
on VV'ooster, Rice was ahle to get
to Wood (jiunly I lospital, about
1.5 miles west on Woostei
Upon arrival, police said Rice
jumped out of the stolen vehicle and ran into the emergency
room.
Catharine I lamed, the hospital's spokeswoman, said there
were 111 to 12 patients, five staff

members and two physicians in
the emergency room when Rice
entered.
Rice told them he had a
weapon and threatened to kill
a prison, according to I.t. Tony
I let rick.
Officers tased Rice without success after he ignored
requests to keep his hand out of
the waistband area of his pants.
Ross Singer, who was accompa-

nying his girlfriend at (Tie hospital during this time, was laying
on the ground beneath Rice as
he was lased. Singer said he felt

the electric shock of the laser on
his hack.
At this point, Singer, a gradual student .it BGSU, said Rice
threatened to shoot him.
"Personally, by the sound of it,
See CHASE | Page 6

get involved with
important issues as
upcoming election

BGSU wants
you to love
your body

gets closer | Page 7

Are you

University
team punished
for hazing
BGSU women's

stressed enough?

gymnastics program
sanctioned for hazing
new members
| Page 9

Looking to hire
minorities

Students find
techniques to deal
with classes, life

By Dana Frrtman
Reporter
In
1998
the
National
Organization for Women
began an event thai now has
participants on campuses all
across the nation.
The ninth annual nationwide "Love Your Both Day"
focuses on raising awareness
of women's health issues,

By Kriiten Schwaitzar
Re[

Trend of hiring

( lasses, jobs parents, even asocial
life can cause stn'ss among students. Hut besides using personal
remedies, students can seek out
assistance hum University stress
reducing programs.
Most every student has been
in situations where it's the night
before a test and they're struggling
to get all their notes together and
Organized and trying to read 10
chapters of text — but instead just
want to crawl into bed and forget
about it all.
Teachers assigning too many
p;i|>crs at the end of the Semester because they don't have any
other grades for us is something
that's very stressful." said Kitrick
Hughes, senior. "Being close to
graduation is also way stressful
because there is a lot Of extra work
invoked."
Dealing with stress can be.
well, stressful. But to make it
through college, students need
to learn effective techniques to

minorities as
professional head
coaches may move to
colleges | Page 9

BG still could
succeed in MAC
Falcon sports teams
may surprise fans as
they get ready for
MAC | Page 9

Colleges change
sports' names to
be more PC
Universities around the
country are being forced
into having more user
friendly nicknames for

particularly targeting the role
the media plays in the wax
women and girls view themselves.
BGSU's first "Love Vour
Body Day event is being held
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. today
outside the Union (rain location inside).
According to Tracy Barton,
professor oi communication
studies, the issues the media
Incuses on encourage bad
health habits, like smoking to
keep weight down, and lead

to eating disorders.
After introducing NOWs
"Love Vour Body Day" to her
students in a lesson. Barton
challenged the students in
her communications and
gender classes [0 use this
project to spread awareness
of the negative bod] images
of women pi irtrayed t hrough
the media. She suggested a
project of this nature could
be used as a replacement for
a term paper
Nineteen students took
Barton up on her offer and
began
organizing
local
events for "Love Vour Body
Day." Among these students
is senior Ashley little. She's
contributing a poster board
displaying some of the most
popular celebrities that grace

their teams | Page 5

See STRESS | Page 2

Online classes
offered in high
school

THE
STRESS
CLINIC

Students have the option
of taking advanced
placement classes online
through their high schools

320 Saddlemire

| Page!

Two 90-minute sessions, three
different times during the week

Minding the
country's song

Monday 2 to 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday 12 to 1:30 p.m.

Students disregard more

Thursday 5 to 6:30 p.m.

than just national anthem
at football game

Call the Counseling Center

| Page 4

at 419-572-2081
Students must be

Do you shop at Ikea?

tegisteied to participate!

the covers of magazines
today.
On one side of the display, images can be found of
celebrities that are dealing
with weight issues, such as
Nicole Richie and Mary-Kate
Olsen. The other side of the
display features women who
have an ideal or average body
size. Some of these celebrities
include Reese Witherspoon
and Oprah Winfrey.
"Usually, average women
that have a lot going for them
in the celebrity venue, are
women who are popular and
accept their weight,'' Little

PHOTO lUUSTHATION BY
J0KD4N FIOWEB

M BG NEWS

See BODY | Page 6
Emily Garr. Freshman.
Sport Management
"Yes They have good
prices and quality
merchandise"

|Pag«4

Heating problem already hot
By Bliss Davis
Reporter

TODAY
Mostly Cloudy
High: 66. Low: 52

r?''-3f.
TOMORROW
Rain
High: 55. Low: 59

k

Ohio is already known for its
harsh winters, but off-campus
students have used heat much
earlier this year. With the first
snowfall of the year coming
last week and many having
already taken their coats from
the depths of their closets, the
cost of gas to heat apartments
and homes is a familiar prob-

lem for some.
The clashing of personalities
is especially difficult for some
students, since other finances
come into play when deciding
on how high — or low — the
heat should be kept at during
the cooler seasons.
The latest press release from
Columbia Gas of Ohio says that
compared to this time last year,
gas prices will actually be lower.
About $25 will be shaved off the
bills of consumers on average.

Regardless, many students
off campus face problems with
the amount they'll still be paying.
Rachel Coman. senior, said
that living off campus is difficult in general, as many students such as her may already
have financial burdens to deal
with.
"Living off campus is kind of
difficult," said Coman.
See HEATING | Page 6

National population reaches
new high and then some
By St»ph«n Ohlemach*r
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The nation's
population officially hit 300 million at 7:46 a.m. yesterday, when
the Census Bureau's population
clock rolled over to the big number.
But there weren't any wild celebrations, fireworks or anv other

government-sponsored hoopla
to mark the milestone. Why
bother? Many experts think the
population actually hit 300 million months ago.
"I don't thinkanybody believes
it will be the precise moment
when the population hits 300
million." Howard Hogan, the
(ensus Bureau'sassociatedirec-

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See PEOPLE | Page 2
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Bush signs law allowing harsh
interrogations on terror suspects

MONDAY
1:21 a.m.

9:04 a.m.

By Ned... Pickl.r
i. e run

The Associated Press

through a garage di
North :
10:57 a.m.
' . of
Toledc
^unty
Ho ;
Wood County Justice C i
with no I
12:43 p.m.
on Si'.
1:54 p.m.

I

■

■

Out [i

2:24 p.m

WASHINGTON — Some of
the most notorious names in
the war on Irrror art1 hcadocl
toward prosecution' after
President Bush signed a law
yesterday authorizing military
trials ol terrorism suspects.
rhe legislation also eliminates some of the rights defen
dants are usually guaranteed
under U.S. law. and it authorizes continued harsh interrogations of terror suspects,
Imprisoned at Guantanamo
Hay Cuba, and awaiting trial
are khalid Sheikh Mohammed,
the accused mastermind of
the Sept. il attacks, Ramzi
liinulshihh, an alleged would.
be 9/11 hijacker, and Abu
Zubaydah, who was believed
to be a link between Osama
bin Laden and many al-Qaida
cells

"With the hill I'm about to
sign, the men our intelligence

■

officials believe orchestrated

5:59 p.m.

the murder ol nearly ;i,00u
innocent people will face |us
lice," Hush said in a While
I louse ceremony.
The Pentagon expects to
begin pre-trial motions c.rih
next year and to begin the
actual trials in the sum mer.
The Supreme Court ruled in
lune that trying detainees In
milharj tribunals violated us.
and International law, so hush
urged Congress to chance the

■

■

6:05 p.m.
■

6:51 p.m.
■

Mel
7:45 p.m.
■

il

STRESS
From Page 1

S:5tp.m.
■

deal with it.
lime management is one ol
the most effective ways to deal
with stress, according to the
Uniu'rsity's WcllncNs Connection,
a pan of Student I lealth Sen ices.
through which students leant self-

TUESDAY
5:42 a.m.
■

help techniques,

■

■

■

I he Wellness t iinmvlion highly recommends scheduling priorities and goalsas a way toenei tlvek manage time,They also suggest
using a planner or calendar to
writedown important events and
keep track ol assignments and
deciding what is most Important
and needs to lx- done first.
However, foi (hose students
who just can't seem to shake

law during a speech on Sept. 6
in the White I louse Kast Room
attended by families of the
Sepi. 11.2001, victims. He also
insisted that the law authorize
CIA agents in use lough — yet
unspecified — methods to
Interrogate suspected terrorists
Six weeks later, after a highly
publicized dispute with key
Republicans over the terms of
the hill, Bush signed the new
law "in memory of the victims
of September the 11th."
"Il is a rare occasion when
a president can sign a hill he
knows will save American
lives," Bush said. "1 nave thai
privilege this morning."
Civil libertarians and leading
1 lemocral I decried the law as a
violation of American values.
i he American civil i Iberties
Union said it was "one of the
worst civil liberties measures
ever enacted In American hislory." Democratic Sen. Buss
leingold of Wisconsin said.
"We will look hack on this day
as a slain on our nation's history."
"It allows the government to
seize individuals on American
soil and detain them Indefinitely with no opportunity to
challenge their detention In
court," I'eingold said. And the

new law would permit an Individual to be convicted on the
basis of coerced testimony and
even allow someone convicted
See LAW | Page 6

stress no matter how efficiently
Ihcy budget their time, there is
still hope
The Wellness Connection
recommends students under
a large amount ol stress seek
out tile Counseling Center. [he
c bunseiing (tenter, located ai .'120
Saddlemire, oilers a wide range of
help for Students feeling the pies
sures of school, work and even
social life.
"The top three stress-relaled
things we help students with is
depression, anxiety and relationships, said Mark Krautheim.
the associate director at the
Counseling (enter.
The Counseling Center's big
ami stress program is the Stress
clinic, ibi' clinic is conducted
almost like a class in which students talk about what is causing
tension for them, according to

PEOPLE
From Page 1
lor for demographic programs,
said in an interview before the
milestone was reached. But, headded, "We'rS confident that
we're somewhat close."
It's not easy estimating the
exact number of people in a
country the Size of the United
States. It gets even more complicated when you take into
account illegal immigration,
another reason for the federal
government to let the milestone
pass quietly.
When the U.S. population
officially hit 200 million in 1967,
President lohnson held a news
conference at the Commerce
Department to hail America's
past and to talk about the challenges ahead. "Life Magazine"
dispatched a cadre of photographers to find a baby horn at the
exact moment, anointing a boj
born in Atlanta as the 200 mil
Month American
Thlsyear.there'sagood chance
the 300 millionth American has
already walked across the border from Mexico.
"It's a couple of weeks before
an election when illegal immigration isa high-profile Issue and
they don't want to make a big
deal out of It" said William i rey,
a demographer at the Brookings
Institution, a Washington think
tank.

Commerce Secretary Carlos
Gutierrez said the Bush administration isn't playing down the
milestone, though he said he had
no plans for yesterday. Census
Bureau employees planned to
mark the moment yesterday
afternoon with cake and punch.

AMERICAN MILESTONE

Population clock
reaches 300 million
0»19
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ID lose population in the next few
decades, raising concerns that
there won't be enough young
people entering the work force to
support aging populations.
"This is one more area where
we seem to have an advantage,"
Gutierrez said. "We should all
feel good about reaching this
milestone."

"I would hate to think that we
arc going to be low key about
ibis," said Gutierrez, whose
department oversees the Census
Bureau. "I would hope ihal we
make a big deal about it."
Gutierrez said America's growing population is good for the
economy. He noted lapan and
some European countries expect

ball leant are really into ihe meditation lo relax their muscles."
Krautheim said.
The Counseling Center also
sponsors the Stress-Free Zone,
consisting of fun activities and
games during finals week to help
students calm down.
Students also have their own
personal ways of relieving stress.
"Spending time away from
school work like TV a walk or
hanging out with friends helps me

"We teach about why thoughts occur and
teach them how to change these thoughts
... an anxious mind cannot exist in a
relaxed body."
Mark Krautheim | Associate director at the Counseling Center
krauihcim.'lneydiscuss thoughts,
emotions and behavior as factors
that can lead t08 stressful litest\ liv
The sessions however aren't group
therapy, Krautheim assures,
"We leach about why thoughts
occur and leach them how to
change these thoughts... an anxious mind cannot exist in a relaxed
both," he-slid
The Counseling Center also has
individual therapy programs with
themes such as "We said CKHKI-

Uil
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bve."
'"IWe Said Good-bye] is for
moving on after a break-up,"
Krautheim said. "Havinga romantic relationship can be stressful."
Krautheim recommends rest,
proper diet, exercise and having a
strong sense of spirituality to live
a less stressful lifestyle. Krautheim
is also a fan of meditation and
emphasis on relaxation techniques.
"Several members of the fool-

de-stress," i lughessaid
Despite school being a huge
stress for many students, they still
find ways to manage.
"I think the biggest thing that
stresses me out is teachers who
aren't helpful when it comes to

assignments," said bcqueUne
Simpkins, senior, "lust driving
around is a good way to de-stress,
and shopping."

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717 •

445 E.Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412
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Bovrtng Own SIM University

crWcwf to gravel

Three Oays of New Music.
Gallery Exhibitions. Lectures.
Video Art. and More

choices Of...
New Music*Art

For event schedules and information
festival Ogsu.edu
419372 2685

Festival

and get

October 19-21, 2006
27th Annual New Music & Art Festival
Moore Musical Arts Center • Fine Arts Center Galleries

,
I—

BGSU Credit?
Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

BGSU

BgJLrjTj
the

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Studio apartments available!
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

•
•
•
•

Stove, fridge, microwave, 25" TV
Full cable W/HB0 - $20/monHi
Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

Attend one out of 177 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Coast, Midwest, East Coast, South.

The National Student Exchange
Information Session
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 314
Wednesday, October 18,h
10:30am
For more details, Contact the NSE Program at 2-7944 or e-mail vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$650Vmonin o/us uMltos
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenanls desired
1 or2Bedroom

Excellent location for 3GSU faculty
Stove, fndge. dishwasher, disposal
Jacuz/i tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

CAMPUS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

High schools provide
online education

CALENDAR OF [VENIS
Some twils tdtai lion ovwu txpu edu

9 a.m. • 5 p.m.
Research Project Clinics
- Call for an Appointment
Guidelines for Research Project Clinics:
• Clinics aie tot undetgraduate students.
(The Libraries offer a separate service for
graduate students by appointment. Call
5726945.)
• Students must register for an appointment at least one day in advance to allow
for individualized preparation
• Students must have a specific assignment or project and will be asked to
state their topic when they set up then
appointment.
To schedule an appointment call 5726945. or stop by the Research and
Information Desk on the first floor.
Jerome Library

'0am- 4 pm
SACI Faculty Exhibition
This exhibition features work by SACI
faculty, a diverse group of acclaimed
international artists SACI. which stands
for Studio Arts Centers International is
the largest U.S. university-level art school
in Europe. Located m Florence. Italy. SACI
collaborates with colleges and universities
throughout the United States to provide
undergraduate and graduate instruction
mart
WillardWanlcelman Gallery.
Fine Arts Center
3-5pm.

Humanities Troupe
(Spring)
Auditions will consist of cold readings and
improvisation. Forms lor the interviews
and auditions can be picked up and
dropped oil at 556 South Hall
400 University Hall

6.30 - y
"Unity (1918)" Auditions
Sign-up sheet and details posted outside
the Theater & Film Office. 558 South Hall
21S South Hall

"Ice Wolf "Auditions
Sign-up sheet and details posted outside
the Theater & Film Office 558 South Hall
405 University Hall

7:30 - 91
Hansen Series: Arts
Criticism Panel
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.

8 -10 pm
Wednesday in the Pub:
Jonathan Torrence
Black Swamp Pub

of gay students on the campuses
i mi (GO
Forget the traditional "grade point average" [he
creators ofacoHege guide geared
toward gay students have a new
ranking system for universities;
the Ga) Point Average,
Its based on 20 factors, Including whether the school lias a
coming-out week or ii ii extends
domestk partner benefits to
same sex couples.

HACKENSAdC N.I. — lohn
Himo can take his psychology
class at 3 a.m. on a Saturday
I Irs never met his classmate!),
who live as far away as South
Africa. Ami if he wants to ask his

teacher a question?
"You have to do it through IT
— private thread." said the 16\r.ir old, scrolling through the
confidential messages on his
computer screen. "That's how
son connect'1
liolto is one of 111 students at
Dumonl High School in New
lersey taking a class through
Virtual High School, a non-ptol
it provider of Internet-based
education. The district enrolled
in the program this year to gain
access to more than 200 online
courses taught by certified
American teachers.
With VI IS. students have
their pick from more Advanced
Placement and Pre AC courses
as well as some atypical ones
— "limployahility Skills.' "Cods
ni ( \\: I he Power of Modem
Media" and'(ilioulies, C ihosiies
and Long-Legged Hcastics:Uh\
We Like to IK- Scared."
Schools worldwide are sign
ing up forVI IS or similai online
education programs to augment their curriculum ai a relatively small price.
Although virtual learning has
long been popular in higher
education, lately there has
been a hig surge among high
schools. According to the Not ih
American Council for Online
Learning, there are more than
900,000 enrollments in online
courses across ihe United
Slates. Supporting virtual
schools and "e-leaming" was
among the seven action steps
in the 2005 National Education
Technology Plan.
Most students and officials
agree the best pan about
e-leaming is thai Students
can lake classes thai aren't
offered by their own schools.
Many describe the experience as "independent" and
like college."
"It'slikcciicckingout different
things ili.ii i can get Into when
I'm older," said Nathalie Frances
16, who is taking astronomy lor
,i potential careet at \ ISA
" There are a lot of different areas for all different
kinds of personalities," added
Courtney Sweet, 15. a UNA
technology student,
For busy teenagers, flexibility
is also a big perk. VI IS classes are

L.

Universities given grade on inclusion
By JoNapolitano
MCT

By Emmie Park
MCT

THE 16TH ANNUAL GERALD
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TECHIE: Students (led lo light) John
Botto. Gianna Arfuso. and Courtney
Sweet work on their online Virtual High
School classes in the Dumont High
School Media Center, m New Jersey.

24/7, so students can take their
class any time and anywhere
they have Internet access,
"If you have after-school
activities, Mm don't have to
worrj thai from three to four
you have lo lake this class.'
Sweet said. "You can lake ii
when your schedule allows,"
VHS, founded in 1996, enrolls
about B,000 Students each
semester from 30 slates and 20
countries. There are dozens Ol
othei similai programs, including New lersey Virtual High
School. Educere and Florida
Virtual High School.
An annual VHS membership crisis a school district

between 51,000 to $6,500 and
typically allows 25students to
take a course every semester.
Each student can choose a
different course.
To reduce those enrollment
costs, a district can assign a
teacher to undergo training
and ihen instruct an c ionise
In Dumont, for instance,
Richard Wilson is leaching
Web design lo students as far
awaj as Brazil and Alaska. In
exchange, 25 Dumonl students can lake a cyber class at
no cost to the district,
Till actually pulling in a
lot more time than in a regular class period," Wilson said.
"(The students) all like lo work
at different times, so every free
peiiod I'm here at school. I log
on to see if anyone has a queslion. And every night at home,
I'm logged on."

Tin' hook, "The Advocate
( ollcu,c(,iiidetorlCil!TStiidcnls.'
evaluates Km colleges and universities across the countt) (dt
their Induslveness. Though it
does not rank them against one
another, each is given a "G.RA" ol
1 through 20. The schools were
recommended for Inclusion in
gay students who attend them.
In the Chicago area, tor exam-

ple, Columbia ('Allege rated a
10, whilr Northwestern and the
University of Illinois-Chicago
both scored a 17. Northern
Illinois Universiu and II of I
Urbana-Champaign scored a 16,
whUeDePaiigota 12
The reference guide, published by Alvson hunks in
August In conjunction with "Ihe
vkniaic," an established ga]
themed newsmagazine, offers a
unique glimpse into each college with its "outrageous fat
toids." which highlight noteworthy moments In I esbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Iransgendet histor) ai
each school. According to the
notation foi Northwestern, the
university "has a hit of glam
lot everyone, Even the College
Republicans get a piece of the
action by judging the annual
drag show."
I ai h
university
profile

includes the best part) locale
that would be Gay Night at Ottos
Dance Club and Underground

tin Northern Illinois Uriiversitys
Huskies — as well as the best
hangout, eating place, dorm and
religious organization for LGB1
students. Ii also lists rhe best
place to check mil the gins and
ladies and quotes Inun Students
about life on campus.
The hook includes a lop
20 list, hut no Illinois schools
made that ranking.
Still, area university officials
say the) \e made' gay students
a priority,
Helen Wood, director ol the

Cento foi Student Involvement
at Northwestern Universit)
said the university has an LGBT
resource center and two H IB!
groups on campus, The 2-yearold resource center attracts more
and more visitors, she said

Jazz Spotlight
ON THE STAGE:
u aittst Scot! Burns played last night in Kobacket music "all along with anothei guest aitist Tito I
two played with the Faculty jazz group. Band members included Chris Buz^elli on guitar. Russel Schmidt on ptano. Jeff Hals*
upright bass and Roger Shop* on drums

SADDLEMIRE LECTURE

"PIECES, PARTS, OR WHOLE:
ONE PRACTITIONER'S VIEW OF OUR WORK"
DR. JILL CARNAGHI
ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENTS

a

DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS LIFE

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 20. 2006
10:30AM • MCMASTER MEETING ROOM (308)
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
Oi i ice OF IHE Vici 1'ia smi Nr row stint N- An Mns
COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL PROGRAM • HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
SUMMER '07 & FALL '08

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.119 E. Wooster Slrwt, llcmlini! tirwn, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RKNTAL OFFICE (41»I 354-2260
Hours- Mniiil.n to t-riilay ItJO- to Sl30 • Saturdai - H:M) lo 5:00
Hww.johnni-HloMTi-alestate.com

More

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

life-lhreatening

m|unes

than ever before (or one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training and have access to the
best medical technology on the planet. And whether you're treating Airmen on foreign
soil or their families on bases here in the U.S.. you can put all of that training to use.
If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRF0RCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '07 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717 •

445 F. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412

• www.greenbriarrentals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24™
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BLOTTER
MONDAY
1:21 a.m.
One sweeper was reported
missing from Eppler.
9:04 a.m.
A car reported to have run
through a garage door at a
North Prospect Street carwash.
10:57 a.m.
Cynthia A Lawler. 51. of
Toledo, irresl
r< laimmg to be another person to
obtain a drug at Wood County
Hospital. She was taken to the
Wood County Justice Center
with no bond.
12:43 p.m.
Meter repo:ted tampered with
on South Prospect *
1:54 p.m.
Amber N. Ludwig. 76. of
Bowling Green, arrested for
theft at an East Wooster
Street store. A witness said
she loaded up her shopping
cart with three packages of
'ous grocery to
and a bed comforter. She then
proceeded to push tl
through the grocery exit without paying for the $145.65 bill.
She was cited and ret<
2:24 p.m.
Sixth Street resident reported
being threatened.
5:5» p.m.
Student reported his backpack
ien from the music
building.
6:05 p.m.
Subject reported some of her
underwear was stolen from a
Thurstm Avenue Laundr6:51 p.m.
Student reported her black
purs-ma
McDonald West computer tab.
7:45 p.m.
Subject reported to I ■
to run another driver off the
road at Wooster and Church
streets. He was going through
business parking lots to get
past red lights and yelling outside his car at the other sul
8:58 p.m.
Picardie Court
ported receiving suspicious phone
calls from a man who claims to
be a Toledo business owner.
TUESDAY
5:42 a.m.
Toyota Camry caught I
a subject drove to r i
The car was engulfed in fire.
The Bowling Greer
Department extinguished the
fire and called for a tow

Bush signs law allowing harsh
interrogations on terror suspects
law during a speech on Sept. 6
in the White House East Room
attended by families of the
Sept. 11,2001. victims He also
WASHINGTON — Some of insisted that the law authorize
the most notorious names in ( IA agents to use tough — yet
the war on terror are headed unspecified — methods to
toward prosecution after interrogate suspected terrorPresident Bush signed a law isls.
Si\ weeks later, after a highly
yesterday authorizing military
publicized dispute with key
trials of terrorism suspects.
The legislation also elimi- Republicans over the terms of
nates some of the rights defen- the bill, Mush signed the new
dants are usually guaranteed law "in memory of the victims
under U.S. law, and it autho- of September the 11th."
"It is a rare occasion when
rizes continued harsh interroa president can sign a bill he
gations of terror suspects.
Imprisoned at Guantanamo knows will save American
Bay, Cuba, and awaiting trial lives," Bush said. "1 have that
areKhalidSheikh Mohammed, privilege this morning."
Civil libertariansaiui leading
the accused mastermind <>l
the Sept. II attacks, Ramzi Democrats decried t he law as a
Binalshibh, an alleged would- violation of American values.
be 9/1] hijacker, and Abu The American Civil Liberties
Zubaydah, who was believed Union said it was "one of the
to be a link between Osama worst civil liberties measures
bin laden and many al-Qakia ever enacted in American history." Democratic Sen. Russ
cells.
"With the bill I'm about to leingold of Wisconsin said,
sign, the men our intelligence "We will look back on this day
officials believe orchestrated as a stain on our nation's histhe murder of nearly 3,000 tory."
"It allows the government to
Innocent people will face justice," Bush said in a White seize individuals on American
soil and detain them indefiHouse ceremony.
The Pentagon expects to nitely with no opportunity to
challenge
their detention in
begin pre-trial motions early
next year and to begin the court," I eingold said. "And the
new law would permit an indiactual trials in the summer,
The Supreme Court ruled in vidual to be convicted on the
basis
of coerced testimony and
June that trying detainees In
military tribunals violated U.S. even allow someone convicted
and international law, so Bush
See LAW | Page 6
urged Congress to change the
By N.dra Plckl.r
The Associated Press

STRESS
From Page 1

deal with il
lime management is one of
the most effective ways to deal
with stress, according \o the
University's Wellncss Connection,
a pan of Student 1 lealth Services,
through which students learn selfhelp techniques.
the Wellness Connection highly recommends scheduling priorities and goals as a way to effectively manage lime They also suggest
using a planner or calendar to
write down im|w>rtant events and
keep track of assignments and
deciding what is most important
and needs to be done first.
However, for those students
who just can't seem to shake

stress no matter how efficiently
they budget their time, there is
still hope
The Wellness Connection
recommends students under
a large amount of stress seek
out the Counseling Center. The
(Counseling Center, located at 320
Saddlemire, offers a wide range of
help for students feeling the pressures of school work and even
social life
"The top three stress-related
things we help students with is
depression, anxiety and relationships," said Mark Krautheim,
the associate director at the
Counseling Ccnii i
The Counseling Center's big
anti-stress program is the Stress
Clinic. The clinic is conducted
almost like a class in which students talk about what is causing
tension for them, according to

PEOPLE
From Page 1

tor for demographic programs,
sold in an interview before the
milestone was reached. But, he
added, "We're1 confident that
we're somewhat close."
It's not easy estimating the
exact number of people in a
country the size of the United
States. It gets even more complicated when you take into
account illegal immigration,
another reason for the federal
government to let the milestone
pass quietly.
When the U.S. population
officially hit 200 million in 1967,
President Johnson held a news
conference at the Commerce
Department to hail America's
past and to talk about the dial
lenges ahead. "Life Magazine"
dispatched a cadre of photographers to find a baby born at the
exact moment, anointing a boy
horn in Atlanta as the 200 millionth American.
Thisyear, thcre'sagoodcha i ic e
the 300 millionth American has
already walked across the border from Mexico.
"It's a couple of weeks before
an election when illegal immigration isa high-profile issueand
they don't want to make a big
deal OUl of it," said William Frey,
a demographer at the Brookings
Institution, a Washington think
tank.
Commerce Secretary Carlos
Gutierrez said the Bush administration isn't playing down the
milestone, though he said he had
no plans for yesterday. Census
Bureau employees planned to
mark the moment yesterday
afternoon with cake and punch.
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"I would hate to think that we
are going to be low key about
ihis." said Gutierrez, whose
department oversees the Census
Bureau. "1 would hope that we
make a big deal about it."
Gutierrez said Americas growing population is good for the
economy. He noted Japan and
some European countries expect

"We teach about why thoughts occur and
teach them how to change these thoughts
... an anxious mind cannot exist in a
relaxed body."
Mark Krautheim | Associate director at the Counseling Center

Krautheim.They discuss thoughts,
emotions and behavior as factors
that can lead to a stressful lifestyle
The sessions however aren't group
therapy, Krautheim assures.
"V* teach about why thoughts
occur and teach them how to
change these thoughts... an anxious mind cannot exist in a relaxed
body," he said.
The Counseling Center also has
individual therapy programs with
themes such as "We said Good-

bye"
"|We Said Good-bye] is for
moving on after a break-up,"
Krautheim said. "I lavinga romantic relationship can be stressful."
Krautheim recommends rest,
proper diet, exercise and having a
strong sense of spirituality to live
a less stressful lifestyle. KraBtheim
is also a fan of meditation and
emphasis on relaxation techniques.
"Several members of the foot-

to lose population in the next few
decades, raising concerns that
there won't be enough young
people entering the work force to
support aging populations.
"This is one more area where
we seem to have an advantage,"
Gutierrez said. "We should all
feel good about reaching this
milestone."
ball team are really into the meditation to relax their muscles,"
Krautheim said.
The Counseling Center also
sponsors the Stress-Free Zone,
consisting of fun activities and
games during finals week to help
smdents calm down.
Students also have their own
personal ways of relieving stress.
"Spending time away from
school work like TV, a walk or
hanging out with friends helps me
de-stress," Hughes said.
Despite school being a huge
stress for many students, they still
find ways to manage.
"I think the biggest thing that
stresses me out is teachers who
aren't helpful when it comes to
assignments," said Jacqueline
Simpkins, senior. "Just driving
around is a good way to de-stress,
and shopping"
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DoMpafMNlctfta
Bowing Green Stale Unrversrty

%iJajit to travel
and get

Three Oays ot New Music
Gallery Exhibitions. Lectures.
Video Art, and More

choices Of...
New Music*Art

For even! schedules and infarmafcfestivalbgsu.edu
419372 2685

Festival

October 19-21,2006
27th Annual New Music 8 Art Festival
Moore Musical Arts Center • Fine Arts Center Galleries

.

BGSU

BGSU Credit?
Enroll in the National Student Exchange!

Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studio apart,
Summer, semester, or year leases
low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

Stove, fridge, microwave. 25" TV
Full cable W/HB0 - $207monHi
Ouldocr poo! use
Fully furnished

Attend one out of 177 colleges in the U.S. for up to one academic year while paying BGSU tuition!
No out-of-state-fees. Credits Transfer. Explore West Coast, Midwest, East Coast, South.

The National Student Exchange
Information Session
Bowen-Thompson Student Union, Room 314
Wednesday, October 18,h
10:30am
For more details, Contact the NSE Program at 2-7944 or e-mail vfaley@bgnet bgsu.edu

Beautiful ranch stylo condominiums

$65Wmonlhp,.
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1 or 2 Bed'otm

xaBon for B0SU faculty
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
it in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

CAMPUS

WVW8GNEWS.COM

GET A LIFE

High schools provide
online education

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Som» evenu uteri han evwls bgutdu

9 a.m. - 5 p.m
Research Project Clinics
- Call tor an Appointment
Guidelines (ot Research Project Clinics:
• Clinics ate fot undergraduate students.
(The Libraries olfer a separate service lor
graduate students by appointment. Call
372-6945)
• Students must register for an appointment al least one day in advance to allow
for individualized preparation.
• Students must have a specific assignment or project and will be asked to
state their topic when they set up their
appointment.
To schedule an appointment call 3726943. or stop by the Research and
Information Desk on the first floor.
Jerome Library

10 am. - 4 p.m.
SACI Faculty Exhibition
This exhibition features work by SACI
faculty, a diverse group ol acclaimed
international artists. SACI. which stands
for Studio Arts Centers International, is
the largest U.S. university-level art school
in Europe, located in Florence. Italy. SACI
collaborates with colleges and universities
throughout the United States to provide
undergraduate and graduate instruction
mart
WilbrdWankelnwn Gallery.
Fine Arts Center

3 - 5 p.m.
Humanities Troupe
(Spring)
Auditions will consist ol cold readings and
improvisation Forms for the interviews
and auditions can be picked up and
dropped off at 336 South Hall
400 University Hall

Sign-up sheet and details posted outside
the Theater & Film Office. 338 South Hall
213 South Hall

7 - 9:5u p.m
"Ice Wolf" Auditions
Signup sheet and details posted outside
the Theater S Film Office. 338 South Hall
405 University Hall

7:30-9 p.m
Hansen Series: Arts
Criticism Panel
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center.

8 -10 p.m.
Wednesday in the Pub:
Jonathan Torrence
Black Swamp Pub

Universities given grade on inclusion
of gay students on the campuses
By Jo Napolitano

By Eunnl* Park
MCT

HACKIiNSACK. N.I. — John
Bono can take his psychology
class at 3 a.m. on a Saturday.
I let) never met his classmates,
who live as far away as South
Africa. And if he wants to ask his
teacher a question?
"You have to do it through V\
— private thread," said the 16year-old, scrolling through the
confidential messages on his
computer screen. "That's how
you connect."
rlotto is one of 18 student) at
Dumont High School in New
lersey taking a class through
Virtual High School, a non-profit provider of Internet-based
education. The district enrolled
in the program this year to gain
access to more than 200 online
courses taught by certified
American teachers.
With VI IS. students have
their pick from more Advanced
Placement and Pre-AP courses
as well as some atypical ones
"I'.mplnyuhilil). Skills. "Clods
of CNN: The Power of Modern
Media" and "CHioulies, Ghosties
and Long-legged Beasties: Why
We like to IK- Scared."
Schools worldwide are signing up for VI IS or similar online
education programs lo augment their curriculum at a relatively small price.
Although virtual learning has
long been popular in higher
education, lately there has
been a big surge among high
schools. According to the North

American Gouncu tor Online

6:30-950 p.m.
"Unity (1918)" Auditions

WednBday.Ocict«l920065

Learning, Uiere are more than
500,000 enrollments in online
courses across the United
States, Supporting virtual
schools and "e-learning" was
among the seven action steps
in the2005 National Education
Technology Plan.
Most students and officials
agree the best part about
c-learning is that students
can take classes that aren't
offered by their own schools.
Many describe the experience as "independent" and
"like college."
"Il'slikcchcckingout different
things that I can get into when
I'm older," said Nathalie Franco,
16, who is taking astronomy for
a potential career at NASA.
"There are a lot of different areas for all different
kinds of personalities," added
Courtney Sweet, 15, a DNA
technology student.
For busy teenagers, flexibility
is also a big perk. VHS classes are

THE 16TH ANNUAL GERALD

L.

TECHIE: Students (leh to nght) John
Botto. Gianna Arfuso. and Courtney
Sweet work on then online Virtual High
School classes in the Dumont High
School Media Center in New Jersey

24/7, so students can take their
class any time and anywhere
they have Internet access.
"If you have after-school
activities, you don't have to
worry that from three to four
you have to take this class,"
Sweel said, "You can take it
when your schedule allows."
VHS, founded in 1996, enrolls
about 8,000 students each
semester from 30 states and 20
countries. There are dozens of
other similar programs, including New lersey Virtual High
School, I-ducere and Florida
Virtual High School
An annual VI IS membership costs a school district
between Sl.ooo to S6.5O0 and
typically allows 25 students to
lake a course every semester.
I at li student can choose a
different course.
To reduce those enrollment
costs, a district can assign a
teacher to undergo training
and then instruct an e-course.
In Dumont, for instance.
Richard Wilson is teaching
Web design to students as far
away as Brazil and Alaska. In
exchange, 25 Dumont students can take a cyber class at
no cost to the district.
"I'm actually putting in a
lot more time than in a regular class pedod,* Wilson said.
"(The students) all like to work
at different times, so every free
period I'm here at school, I log
on to see if anyone has a question. And every night at home,
I'm logged on."

CHICAGO — Forget the traditional 'grade point average." The
creators of a college guide geared
toward gay students have a new
ranking system for universities;
the Gay Point Average.
It's based on 20 factors, including whether the school has a
enming-nut week or if it extends
domestic partner benefits to
same-sex couples.
The book. "The Advocate
CollegeCuidelorUIKI Students,"
evaluates 100 colleges and universities amiss the country for
their inclusiveness. Though it
does not rank them against one
another, each is given a "(i.HA" of
1 through 20. The schools were
recommended for inclusion by
gay students who attend them.
In the Chicago area, for exam-

ple, Columbia College rated a
10. while Northwestern and the
University of Illinois-Chicago
both scored a 17. Northern
Illinois University and U of 1
Urbana-Champaign scored a 16.
while DePaul got a 12.
The reference guide, published by Alyson Hooks in
August in conjunction with The
Advocate," an established gaythemed newsmagazine offers a
unique glimpse into each college with its "outrageous factoids." which highlight noteworthy moments in Lesbian, Gay
Bisexual, Transgender history at
each school. According to the
notation for Northwestern, the
university "has a bit of glam
for everyone, Even the College
Republicans get a piece of the
action by judging the annual

drag show"
I ach

university

profile

includes the best party locale —
that would be Gay Night at Otto's
Dance dub and Underground
for Northern Illinois University's
I luskies — as well as the best
hangout, eating place, donn and
religious organization for LGBT
Students. It also lists the best
place to check out the guys and
ladies and quotes from students
about life on campus.
I he book includes a top
20 list, hut no Illinois schools
made that ranking.
Still, area university officials
say they've made ga\ students
a priority.
Helen Wood, director of the
t entet lor Student Involvement
al Northwestern University
said the universit) has an I (ilil
resource center and two IXiBT
groups on campus. The 2-yearold resource center attracts n»H e
and more visitors, she said.

JORDAN f LOWER

Jazz Spotlight
ON THE STAGE: Guest sax artist Scott Burns played last night in Kobacker music hail along with another guest artist Tito Canillo. The
two played with the Faculty \&n group Band members included Chris Bu/zelli on guitar. Russel Schmidt on piano, Jell Halsey with the
upright bass and Roger Shope on drums.

SADDLEMIRE LECTURE

"PIECES, PARTS, OR WHOLE:
ONE PRACTITIONER'S VIEW OF OUR WORK"
featwing

DR. JILL CARNAGHI
ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENTS

&

DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS LIFE

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. ST. LOUIS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20, 2006
10:30AM • MCMASTER MEETING ROOM (308)
BOWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION
OFFICE or THE Viet PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL PROGRAM • HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE!

PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
SUMMER '07 & FALL '08

STOP

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good locations]

pick up the

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

New Listings!

319 K. Wooster Street. Howling Ones, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RECTAL OITICE 14191 354-2260
Hours- Monda.v to I■ riilai S:.MI- to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
wwH.johnnewloverealestate.com

by our office &

More

men

and

women

on

the

front

lines

are

surviving

life-threatening

injuries

than ever before for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a
U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive the most advanced training and have access to the
best medical technology on the planet. And whether you're treating Airmen on foreign
soil or their families on bases here in the U.S.. you can put all of that training to use.
If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice medicine, call or
visit us online

1- 800- 586- 5260 • AIRF0RCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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OPINION

It's not going to be 'stay the course.' The bottom line is, [current U.S.
policy] isn't working... there's got to be another way."
- Iraq Options Committee Participant, on the one thing on which the 10-member
panel has reached a unanimous consensus, from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Doyoushopatlkea?
"I do I was just there
recently"

"I love Ikea. It's so
cheap."

"No. I don't have any
money to be buying

"No. I've never been

fe

there"

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street7 Or a suggestion for

furniture"

PATTIBATCHELOR.

KIYLISE
CRUTCHFIELD. Junior
Telecommunications

SUNDEEPMUTGI.
Freshman, Psychology

Senior, Art

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

a guest ion? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

MEGAN SPOREL.
Junior English

BGSU fans, please stand for our National Anthem
During the homecoming football game I began to observe
the behavior of those around
me. There were the proud parents til tfic tiiitn, il;iiiit- and
cheer leading squads and band

members.
There were the young children attempting to outdo one
another in plummeting down
the inflatable slide.
There were also the hundreds
of inebriated fans stumbling
throughout the stadium with
absolutely no recollection of how

outlandish they were behaving
I he worst par! was when
the band started to play the
first partsofa familiar tune,
and not everyone in the stadium was standing for our
national anthem.
Granted, not everyone In a
stadium is physically able to
stand, but they at least have
the decency of turning their
Cell phones on silent so those
around don'l have to be subjected to songs about "ridin'

dirty" during our country's
sat red song.
Those of us who respect w hat
rights we have as Americans can
actually appreciate the symbolism and honor in this tradition
without announcing every three

seconds hou utterly trashed we
areat the game.

I assume the people who
didn't stand or take off their hats
or shut their mouths during the
anthem found tailgatingexcit-

Ing and entertaining
Those who refrained from
killing their brain cells and
really just wanted to embrace
the game probably didn't find
your partying to be so fun
when you decided to disrespect this country.
This may sound a bit loo
extreme for everyone to
embrace, but is it really so hard
to just honor those who fought

for your freedoms by quiet!)
respecting this anthem?
No matter what political
beliefs you have, Iraq is tin issue
which most people In this country have an opinion on.
Whether you agree with what

is happening in the Middle East,
the fact still remains: Our troops
are over (here.
Our parents, siblings, close
relatives and friends arc willing
to die for your rights to have an
opinion about what is going on
in the world, and you can't take
two minutes out of your oh so
busy drinking schedule to stand
and appreciate them?
Those disrespectful fans in
the stadium must feel so proud
of themselves looking back on
how rude and inconsiderate
they were acting toward those
who have fought and/oi died for
their rights.
being drunk is not an excuse
to he ignorant, nor is being
social. You are most likely going
to see the people around you
sometime after the national

anthem Isover, so screaming
their names when you spot
them in the crowd during this
song is probably not the most
tasteful action.
Hats are also a topic of
discussion when bringing up
national anthem etiquette.
College is a time of self expression, so being able to wear
what you want is fine.
When you decide to wear that
bright orange baseball cap to
support your team at sporting
events, you should also decide to
support your country by removing it during the anthem.
If your hat hair shows and you
are self conscious about this;
you should have tun a comb
through your locks before putting the hat on in the first place,
so just gel over it.

If you choose to sit while
this song is being performed
due to religious reasons, you
are an American and you have
that right.
lust remember who gave
you those rights and who is
continuing to protect your
freedoms. Sit if you must, but
understand why those around
you are standing proud.
Obviously there are many
factors which go into not acting
properly as the national anthem
is played.
I ask if you can stand, calm
down for a little while, and lake
your hat off, please do as much
as possible to value this long
held tradition.
Sen/comments to Saran fiames a
sara/ts6@6gsieob

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

(Dm

DEPLORE
DEPLORE
SCREW-UPS

Every bar is now full ol
Tiger caps and shirts.
Every classroom is now lull
of students boasting about

You probably cannot help
but notice all of the hype surrounding Michigan's current
Major league Baseball team.
The Detroit I Igersare
definitely something to talk
about, considering thai just
a leu years ago they were
one of the worst teams in the
Major league.
This time around, the
I igers are looking like the
best team out there and
swiftly charging toward a
World Series title to prove it.
I he only thing more
impressive than that is the

CITE
%.
SCREW-UPS ^L
*

area have come out of hiding
io pledge allegiance to the
once terrible Tigers.

Suddenly everybody is a
Tiger's fan, or at least a
fair-weather fan

DEMOCRATS THREE-STEP PLAN FOR
FIXING REPUBLICAN SCREW-UPS

SCREW-UPS
AGAIN

this amazing team.
It is one thing lo have pride
in a sports team that you have
followed for years.
It is another to be overly
arrogant about a team that
you wanted NOTHING to do
with just a short time ago.
All new Tiger fans need to
take a moment to assess what
kind of fans they really are.
As a result, I encourage
you to continue to show such
enormous support, but for
many more seasons to come
as well.
Only then might you realize that loyally makes a true
fan, not a winning record.

huge increase in support the

learn is so suddenly receiving.
i et's be hones) with ourselves for a moment.
Was there always as many
crazed Tiger fans as there are
now?
People from across the

— Nate Stein, Junior,
Management Information
Systems, ndstein0bgttLedu.

Accessorize your apartment, on the cheap
1 hate lo upset die commonly
accepted beliefs about a straight
male's "place in society," but
damn it lam in line with an
interior desigii slilie.
No, it's not I'ier 1 Imports.That
place makes me puke And it
sure as hell isn't Crale-and-suckmy-uallel-dry-Kariel [he) won't
even let me in there. If it wen- Dig
lots Pumiture you would be wel
come to come and put me out of
my misery at anytime. It isn't.
The company I am refemng
lo is Sweden's Ikea: A castle ot
functional, fine furnishings
and house wares al efficient
prices. I he cli isesi such store is
one-and-a-half hours away in

t anion, Mich.
It's well worth the drive, even if
you aren't buying anything.
If a Lowes or I tome Depot store
had two Boors it would be about
the size ol Ikea. KB furniture showroom is three times as large as a
I'iei I Import's
Aside Immibc show room, visili us in the massive store will find a
day i an- center, a Swedish lesiauraul. a calr. shipping and assembly ser\ ices and a warehouse.
founded in 1943 by Ingvar
Kamprad—God bless his dyslexic soul — Ikea quickly defined
itself as a furniture dealer diat
synthesizes good design, functionality ancl price
A durable, sharp knife set with
holder is onk si. ui attractive
customized table is SI00. A full
couch that folds out to a bed
is only S IH*I and it, too, is gorgeous, I he list goes on and on.

i here are literally thousands of
products. Go to ikea.com and
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see the hundreds of products
you can buy with the change
under your couch.
A recent study done by "PC
Magazine" found that Ikea's batteries are (he inort cost-effective
batteries on die planet, lust one
example of the an lazing deals you
will find there.
Why is Ikea so much better
than every other business in die
world? It neu'i assumes a product
is as cheap as it can get, always
hunting for die cheaper materials,
designs and distribution processes for lowering price.
'llie most widely known reason for Ikea's inexpensiveness is
its "flat packing." Alter visiting the
showroom and noting all products, customers go into die Ikea
warehouse on site and collect
die needed boxes. Customers
transport and assemble the furniture themselves.
/Ml of diis saves money but if
the individuals wish to have it

delivered and assembled, then
Ikea will hook them up
The resulting costs make Ikea
affordable for the majority of
buyers. I his is one reason for
its extreme popularity with all
demographics around the world.
I low popular?

It has lieen reported, hut not
proven, that one in 10Europeans
was conceived on an Ikea lied.
The opening days of stores in
England and Saudi Arabia caused
stampedes where people died. On
opening weekend in Stoitghton,
Mass., it took more than one hour
to travel to the store from only
one mile away due to traffic jams.
Thrcc-hundnxl thousand people
visited and more than a million
dollars was made. The scene in
Canton was quite similar, with
more than 100 people camping
out overnight to lie the first inside.
All in all, 410 million customers spend nearly $ 18.6 billion
annually on Ikea's approximately
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12.000 products, at stores, online
or through mail order. The 50vcai old Ikea catalog is published
twice as many limes its the Bibleeach year, at 160 million copies in
J2 editions and 25 languages.
It's popularity may be just as
good a reason to love Ikea as
any odier, especially when one
considers the fantastic impact die
store has had around the World
It is currently one of few "western" companies with stores in
Ixxh Israel and other Middle
Eastern countries Ikea's "democratic design" has forced the
religious police in Saudi Arabia
to raid the str in- and give lectures
after unmarried citizens found it
a great place for flirtation, which

the country forbids,

It seems nearly every Ikea product, unlike Wal-Mart products,
gels manufactured in countries
one rarely sees a "Made in"
label from: Russia, Egypt, Czech
Republic, etc. In other words, Ikea

has impacted markets all over
die worid with its 90,000 workers
in 240 stores in 34 countries.

Furthermore, the Sdchdng
INGKA Foundation, the world's
wealthiest charity, owns Ikea's
parent company. It is bigger
than the Hill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, at a net
worth of S36 billion.
Ikea is also the first company
to feature gay couples and transsexuals in a commercial.
The first Ohio Ikea store will
open around the fall of 2007 in
West Chester for you Columbus,
Dayton, Cincinnati and
I ouisville people.
Soon, Ikea's new home building concept, die Boklok, will
invade America. Imagine a whole
country of Ikea homes. Woah.
WommrMs ro Mm (M at
ntdakfbgaieiu

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc
lo be lewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pteces between 400 and 500 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number ol submissions lot columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are pnnted
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for venhcation purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews^bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered lor
printing All letters are subject to
review lor length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do nol necessarily
reflect the view of Th« BG News

NOT NEWS
YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT ITS NEWS. BUT IT'S JUST NOT.

What's in a name? Not
Indians'
llicrc'salotgoingon in the
world right now We've got the
war on terrorism. There's been
a rash of tragic school shootings
over the past few weeks.
And. perhaps most importantly, none of us truly know how
lennifer Aniston is doing postBrad Pitt with Vince Vaughn.
Yet with all of these earth
shattering events, every so often
a story comes up about sports
teams' nicknames.
The NCAA has been trying
to crack down over the past
few years with teams that have
Native American nicknames.
Why? Because according
to the NCAA, such names are
offensive — despite the fact
that many times the Native

American groups support

,

sports teams named after them.
lust this week, the McMurry
University Indians, who
were being pressured by the
NCAA (who is ironically headquartered in INDIAN'apolis
l\IH W.i'. decided in forgo
having a nickname at all.
They are basically Prince
when it comes to colleges,
Miami Universlt) changed
their name from Bed Men to
Bedllawks, and with rules
getting stricter In the politically correct society that we
live in. who knows where this
will end?
PI i V—that's People for
the Ethical Treatment of
Animals, not to be confused
with the other group, People
Eating Tasty Animals—has
approached numerous colleges
and professional organizations
about changing their mascots,
especially teams thai have live
animal mascots.
One of these schools, the
University of Georgia, has an
English bulldog named UC-A.
That dog lives better than
most people. He has an air conditioned dog house to live in,
and when he dies, they'll bury
him in an above-ground shrine
tit for an Egyptian Pharaoh.
Yci somehow, this is "cruel."
One high school up north
in Wisconsin was called the
Packers (just like the M I
team), because a lot of the
people in the area used to work
in meat packing plants.
The fact that this could be
associated with consuming
meat provoked an outcry, and

THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: What happens to an air conditioner when you unplug it?
A: It loses its cool.
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they changed their name to Six
Packers Maybe It's just me, but
thai seems A LOT worse than
the original name.
Maybe these groups arc
right. Maybe these names are

completely offensive,
liui what are all of these

groups going to change their
names to? I mean, opting not
to have a nickname at all, that's
pretty clever, but surely not

everyone can do that.
teams have to be called

something, so let's explore all
of our options.
Certainly, some names are
colors, such as the Browns, the
Beds. and. in hockey, the Blues.
((nee we get past thai it gels a
little bit more difficult.
We couldn't call a team the
Whiles or the Blacks because of
die racial connotations.
Bui for some reason I doubt
we'll be walchinga football
game anytime soon featuring

the "Bordeaux" against the

"Silvers" or "Ceruleans."
A lol ol colleges pick their
Mate nickname, IncludingOhip
State Buckeyes, the University
of Indiana lioosiers, and the
Tennessee Volunteers. Ooh,
whai a scary nickname thai
lasi one is; Volunteers, ooooh.
What are they going to do, rake
the leaves for us?
Some of our great states
have nicknames that are even
less conducive to sports team
names, such as the Nutmeg
State of Connecticut and the
F.quality State I if Wj I uning.
Obviously all of this has been
building up to my ultimate
point Teams should just do
what they do in NASCAR and
sell their naming rights.
We could haves Super Bowl
with the Seattle Microsofts
play ing the Cincinnati Proctor
and Gambles.
Although I do realize
that's a little far fetched. As if
Cincinnati would ever make it
to the Super Bowl...

:. -

'
JEFF ROOD

Spam always good for a
Why do people like those damn

chain letters so much''
Every time I open myinbbx
or go onto MySpace, I sec these
weird messages from people.
Most of them end with, "II you
rion'i send this in 13 people in the
next hour, your second cousin on
your fail id's side vriD gel rectal
warts and have bad credit," or
something like that
I mean, what's ihepoint olall

this? lo cause hysteria by telling
people they might not have a
girlfriend tor the nexi live years?
fortunately, most of mj
friends are Intelligent enough
not to send me this crap.
Generally the letters come from

JONRUGGIERO

^^Kf-^y '■'<- '

wish will never, ever come true
Unfortunately, the one time
I wished to have more friends,
I didn't know live oilier people
Ironic ain't it?
The second [and best) kinds
of chain e-mails are the ours

unknown sources, But I open
them up anyway because I'm a
glutton for punishment
They normally come ill two
varieties. One is iheobsceneh
long e-mail where the messengei
tells you lo scroll down the page,
n taking a wish as you go all ing.
Then, when vein gel lo ihceild.
you MUST send the message to
five other hapless victims or your

that tell a story They normal!)
reference a witch dying orababj
being set on Hie or something
Iney all end the same way
too: some kid was killed in the
same way as the person in the
stoi\ because he didn't pass
along the note. Or something
had happened to him, like he
bail lo sit all the way ihiough
"tiiirfield: A 'laic of I wo kilties."
Seriously, though, you must

One hundred things I learned my freshmen year

or two
have no life to make this stupid
siuii up. Well, guess what? I happen to have no life, so, I thought,
I might as well do il loo:
\lxnit 265 million years ago in
Bangladesh, Debbiekwialkimski
was pushed down a sews open
ing In t an lie folk, who were
trying to embarrass her in front
of her boyfriend duringaSlOaDyou-can-eat at Carls 1 lol Wings.
Uiifoniinatcly the fall killed
her, and mined her nice new

dress When the police recovered
I lebbiesbody, they found that
the concrete at the bottom broke
her tall -and hei scapula.

[he freaks told everyone she
fell, and everyone believed them
\fevi days later, the carnies were
found dead ai the bottom of the
same sewer, No one knows how
this happened Man) speculate il
was Debbie.
I \ri twelve hours ago, 16
year-old David Gregorj read this
post and didn't re-send it. when
hewenl toordei Domino's, he
heard laughter from his shower.
He said good night lo his mom
and went to steep Five hours
later, his mom woke up in the
middle otihe night allci hearing a loud noise. When she went

When the weather report calls for snout. It really means
* really super cold minds with maybe ten minutes
of actual flahes coming down"
Get used to this until December or so. Then you'll regret
ever wishing for "real snoui to come"

Josh (jbennei9bgsu.edu) «celebrating
bis 50th Not News column. (He's old.)

Included: GAS, HIGH Speed Internet and Private Shuttle

into Davids room, shewftnessed
him doing the nasty w iih Sistei
Augustine from theconveni
down the street
If you don't send thission, tn
all your friends in the next five
minutes, your parents may walk
in on you having sexual relations
with a person of the cloth. Don't
Say I didn't warn vou.
Jon dcmt&>gsu.ecki) isn't going to have
a girlfriend joi/ive* ens anyway.

The B6 News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?

Gas Bills
stacking up?

Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!

• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates

■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 Swimming Pools

• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases
- Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major

• 3 Laundromats

■ 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

• Own transportation

INTMROP & SUMMIT TERRACE APTS.
Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road
(419) 352-9135
Email us: winthrop ■ gerdenich.com
www.winthropterrace.com

HOURS:
Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

IvIY vi;tlUHIOk

MDnronK
Today and Tomorrow!

Black Swamp Pub 9-4:30pm
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BODY

LAW

From Page 1

From Page 2

said.
Somcofihccvcntsplanncd
for "Love Your Body Day" are
healthy activities such as a
kickboxing demonstration
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:20 p.m.
According to Liz Mantel,
•.(•nidi. Curves, a women's
exercise facility, has been ver)
helpful. Curves will be giving
Items away every hour.
Kelly Bowman, junior, said
thai loving your body no matin what it looks like Is OIK of
the most important topics for
today's event
\ Fashion show Featuring
It) to 15 students modeling
comfortable clothing, as
opposed in Flash) clothing
such as short skirts and high
heels, will also lake place at
theeventaboul 12:30p.m.
I hey will be modeling
what makes them Fed comfortable in their own skin fusi
by the clothes they wear,"
Bowman said.
A more hands-on aspect of
"Love Your Bod) Day" is the
Patches ol Love quilt. Katie
Allison, senior, said that the
quill is made up of piei es ol
fabric for students to Write
about pans of theii bodies
that they love.
"You're going to find everything from statistics about
body images to what people
feel the media is portraying
tohou toeai healthy —we're
hoping for the best and n
should be a lun day," Mantel
said,

Did you Know...
96% of people put the
peanut butter
on first when
making a
peanut butter
and jelly sandwich.

under these rules to be put to
death."
The legislation, which sets
the rules for court proceedings,
applies to those selected by the
military foi prosecution and
leaves mostly unaffected the
majority of the 14,000 prisoners
in U.S. custody, most ol whom
.lie in Iraq, ll does apply to 14
suspects who were secretly questioned bv the i i \ overseas and
recently moved to the U.S. detention center at (kiantanamo Hay
I he swill implementation of
the law is a rate bit of good news
Foi Hush as casualties mount in
Iraq in daily violence. Lawmakers
are increasingly calling for a
change of strategy, and political anxieties arc jeopardizing
liepublican chances of banging
onto control of Congress
Hush has been criticizing
Democrats who voted against
the law, called the Military
(lommissions Ac i of 2IKXi. during
campaign appearances around
the country, lie has suggested
thai VOteS against the law show

HEATING
From Page 1
\s lin hOM Ionian and her
roommates deal with individual
preferences for heat, she says
"not everyone agrees on how
high the heal should lie... I jusi
warn io keep the heal al a tea
sonablc level."
Hui what exactly do students
pay for in their monthly gas bill?
sc-u'ul Factors contribute to
those Fateful numbers primed
on a bill other than the natural
gas Itself. Acquiring the gas and
making it available conuibuie to
I he price, asgas companies mi isl
make it available io till consumers within their jurisdiction
Columbia Gas ol Ohio, the
largest natural gas supplier in
the state, provides gas for over
a million customers. In order to
fulfill the needs of consumers,
the gas is transported through

that Democrats would not protect the country from another
terrorist attack.
Republican Mouse leaders, in
a tough battle to maintain their
majority, echoed those critic isms
yesterday in an attempt to get
some political points out of the
legislation they supported. " I he
Democratic plan would gingerly
pamper the terrorists who plan
to destroy Innocenl Americans'
lives," House Speaker Dennis
Hasten said.
Hush noted that the law came
amid dispute
Over the past few months,
the debate over this bill has been
heated, and the questions raised
can seem complex," he said.
Yet. with the distance of history,
the questions will be narrowed
and lew: Did this generation of
Americans take the threat seriously? And did we do what it
takes to defeat that threat?
A coalition of religious groups
staged a protest against the bill
outside die While House, shout
ing "Hush is the terrorist" and
"Torture is a crime." About If)
of the protesters, standing in a
light 'ain. refused orders In mine
Police arrested them one by one.

pipelines to wherever it's needed, which increases the COS!
when considering consumers
,ii the very end of the service
radius.
The cost of the gas Itsell
is influenced by supply and
demand. Long bouts of cold
can easily increase thedemand
for gas, since almost every consume! is expected to increase
their use ol gas lo compensate
lor the chillier temperatures.
lenna Kary, senior, savs dial
Irving lo conserve money is
her top priority when it comes
io how much gas used.
"Not using heat unless it's
necessary." says Kary, is the
key to conquering gas bill woes
in the coming months,
Despile I he early ousel of
cold temperatures tins year,
the Climate Prediction Center
has predicted above a\ erage oi
near normal temperatures for
our region. Though this ma)
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TAKEN DOWN BY THE POLICE: Demonstratois are arrested lex blocking a gate al the White House m Washington. Tuesday. Oct 17.
2006 as President Bush was inside signing the Military Commissions Acl of 2006

Heated history
According to Columbia Gas of Ohio

Baer. a 9-year veteran of the
derailment, is currently on p.iii I
administrative leave following
the incident.
Police believe Rice originally
arrived in the area with another
stolen vehicle
Although he had not been
previously charged with stealinga vehicle. Mice had a criminal
record that included fraud and
drug charges. I letrick said.
Times-Union, a newspaper
in Warsaw. Ind.. reported that
Hicc had slolen a 2001 Cadillac
DeVille earlier Monday from a
gas station in Warsaw, officers
from the Kosciusko Count)
Sheriff's Department chased the
vehicle aller il was reported stolen hul never managed to stop it.
Ohio State Police believe Dice
abandoned the car after it ran
out ol gas near Cygnet a rural
town located about nine miles
south of Howl lng( ireen.
1 letrick said Rice was also
wearing an electronic monitor
on his ankle hut was not sure of
ils purpose.

CHASE
From Paqe 1

■ In November ol 200S the average gas
bill was $115 57
■ This year the average is projected lo
be $8847
■ Wrier heanig season. wUch lasts
five months, begins on Nov. 1
■ Natural occurrences such as major
storms and the price ol oil can potentially increase the cost of natural gas

be a sigh of relief for many
consumers of natural gas, the
overall winter average does noi
necessarily reflect the day-today forecast. As with any winter, unexpected weather conditions will have many turning
the dial up on their heat often
until March ot even April.
Kary, however, says that
being smart about money
management is the key to
dealing with gas costs when
I he weal her gets cold.

I really thought there was a possibility I might be shot because
he did not seem hesitant," Singer
said.
After police again failed to
subdue luce with a laser, BGPD
officer Alan Baershoi Rice in the
side, fatally wounding him.
Doctors tried lo revive Dice
bin he was pronounced dead at
the scene. Police later discovered Itice was nol armed.
Howling Green Chief of Police
Clary Spencer said the shot was
warranted according to division
policy.
If the person has the opportunity, ability and intention to
harm (hose around him, it is
considered a "good shot" he
said.
Singer said he believes the
slu ioi ing was justified.
There's no doubt about it for
me," Singer said. "I think personally mv life was al risk."

Catfish Dinner
All Day and
Evening
Wednesday's
Only!

ofi

Meal includes:
Country Breaded Catfish
Fresh Made Cole Slaw
Crispy Fries
2 Hushpuppies
Crumblies * Medium Drink

%2"

lion ling Green
kl (7l.ong.lohn Silver's
1020 North Main Street
352-2061
Bowling Green I onu John Silvers only. I imilcd I imc Only.
\n OIIKT DISO,mills \r>pl\ \n cOunon nCCOSSBO

**-■

the regular price of any

Variety Platter
Choose from: 2 Fish. 4 Shrimp & I Chicken
OR 2 Fish & 8 Shrimp OR 2 Fish & 1 Chicken
OR 2 Fish. 4 Shrimp & Clams
Howling Green Long John Silvers ool) Nol valid with any other
diseount Sales lax extra. Ho reproduction accepted' U
h>in»
Kxplres: ll/IS,'200A

8 Piece Family Meal

:*1A99

10

S Pieces of Chicken or Fish.
2 Sides ol" your Choice.
& 12 Hushpuppies

Bowling Green Long John Silvers only. Nol \ alid w nil any other
| diseounl Sales lax exlra. No reproduction atcepled. AE
I l-Ajiirts: J^ I5_2IIIH, _
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Todav and Tomorrow!

Black Swamp Pub !)-1:30pm
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FOCUS

ONE TOPIC. ONCE A MONTH. MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES.
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THIS MONTH I ELECTIONS

Ohio 2006: who's it gonna be?
Mixing politics
and PJs with
College Dems

College
Republicans,
phone pros

By Alain* Bum

By Sarah Griffith
Reporter

Reporter

They meet on Tuesday nights,
sponsor campus events and
have debate sleepovers.
Yes, debate sleepovers.
On the morning of Oct.
1, 13 members of the College
Democrats sat in President
Amanda Belcher's living room
to watch part of the Meet the
Press' "Debate Series."
That morning, the show featured the two Ohio men running
for the U.S. Senate, Republican
Mike DeVVine and Democrat
Sherrod Brown.
Belcher is sitting so close to
the T.V. she resembles a little girl
watching her favorite Disney
movie. In fact, all 13 students are
practically glued to the set, sitting in silence aside from a few
angry comments being thrown
at the screen.
"Wiry aren't they talking about
jobs," yells College Democrats
member leremy Thomas. "This
is Ohio!"
In the months leading up to
this election, it's become clear
that jobs are a big concern for
College Democrats. At their
Sept. 6 meeting, Belcher asked
everyone in the room what their
biggest concern in the election
was. The only answer besides
"jobs" was "education."
Education, loo, is an obvious choice when it comes to
issues students should choose to
care about, liven when College
Democrats brought Brown to
speak on the Friday before Fall
Break, the main focus of the
rally turned to education.

ISSUE 3: GAMBLING

Each loss at the slots could
mean a win for scholarships
By Kara Ohngrcn
Senior Reporter

When hitting up the ballot boxes this Nov. 7, there will be
more to cast your vote oil than just candidates.
Ballot Issue 3, known by some as Ohio Learn and Earn, is
a proposed amendment to the state constitution that would
permit slot machines at Ohio's seven race tracks, as well as
lower city and the Nautica Entertainment Complex in downtown Cleveland,
The proposal addresses the state's college costs by funding a tuition grant system for all Ohio students through voter
approval of limited gaming.
The average tuition at Ohio's four-year public universities and its two-year community colleges has risen to the
fifth-highest in the country, according to a recently released

report,
Lauren Dworsky, secretary lot the College Democrats, feels
Issue 3 is important as college costs continue to rise in Ohio
and the state seems to be doing little abottt.it but stressed she

"These are our main concerns,
these are our interests," said
Belcher. "This is what brings us
together as College Democrats."
So what does it mean to be a
College Democrat?
"We're here to gel these people
out to vote, get people to vote for
(Brown), promote Democratic
ideals," Belcher said.
Up until fall break, College
Democrats poured their energy
into voter registration. By registering students to vote at events,
and simply walking around
campus with clipboards and
pens, they were able to bring in
more than 300 new voters.
The night before the debate
sleepover they registered voters
at an Alpha Phi Alpha event in
the Union. Belcher said that even
though they were welcomed by
the fraternity, they were frustrated when only four students
at the event registered to vote.
"It shows a real apathy on
campus," said Belcher. "A real
disgust for voting, and registering to vote."
Although 65 studentsattended
their first meeting of the semester and roughly 400 people are
subscribed to their listproc,
there are only about 35 active
members in College Democrats.
But everyone is helping in
some way.
For the Sherrod Brown rally,
members spent multiple nights
chalking and posting flyers
See DEMS I Page 8

INSIDE:
An update on the on-aqain, offagain Issue 1 | Page 12
Know what the new rules are when
you vote | Page 11
Get information on six key state
races | Page 11
BGSU gymnastics teampumshed
for hazing | SPORTS, Page 9
The hiring of minorities is
encouraged | SPORTS, Page 9
More suspensions for Miami-FIL)
brawlers [SPORTS. Page 9

As the saying goes. "Someone
can't do everything, hut everyone can do something.
This is a guiding force for the
College Republicans as thej
head into the pivotal weeks
before the upcoming statewide
elections. Each member is
dedicating time and energy to
helping their cause in theclos
ing weeks.
"Ohio is a very important
state. Verj important," said
Dan Lipian, president ol the
College Republicans.
"It has been a deciding factor in the last presidential dec
tions and will be in the upcoming one," he said.
Bob l.atta, Bowling Green's
representative in the Ohio
House, .igrccs.
If Democratic gubernatorial candidate led Strickland
wins, "you will sec more Hilary
Clinton in this state than you
ever wanted to," Latta said
ill an address at the College
Republican's meeting a few
weeks ago.
l.atta and other area
Republicans like Larry Bajor,
the group's adviser, agree
that student political involvement is extremely important.
Especially now.
Ohio has been the linchpin
in the recent president elections. It was in this past otic
and it will he in 2008. What
happens now, with your help,
will shape the future of this
country." l.atta said,
There is little doubting the
importance of Ohio in the
national political situation —
no Republican president has
ever made it to the White I louse
without winning the state
This i^ why l.atta and the
College Republicans view their
student support as so important. Representatives like Latta
give little doubt to the importance of student involvement
in that situation.
"You are the future leaders
of America. To be involved in
your community is the best
thing you can do. Our party
needs a solid base. I hat's what
you are. We are so proud of
you." Latta said. " That is w In
we encourage you to do what
you can
For the College Republicans,
doing what you can often

couldn't speak on behalf on the group,
"This will really help people who couldn't otherwise afford
to go to college," Dworsky said. "We need to look in the long
term, just because this amendment may not help current
college students, it could help their children and that is much
better than doing nothing about the problem."
Issue 3 would route 45 percent of the slot machine revenue
to citizens — with 30 percent of that going directly to the
tuition grant fund. Fight percent of the revenue will go to local
economic development, one percent to gambling addiction
services and 6 percent to the purse fund of Ohio's racetracks.
Because of the terms outlined in the amendment, the funds
could not be reallocated by state politicians, nor could funding for higher education be cut elsewhere.
"Issue 3 provides a once-in-a-lifctime chance to give all
Ohio children access to higher education." said Charlie Ituma.
chair of the Vote Yes on Issue 3 committee, in a press release.
"No one is better informed about the struggles to pay for
Ohio college tuition than today's students, faculty, staff and
alumni."

See REPS I Page 8

ISSUE 2: MINIMUM WAGE

Fight to raise lowest wages
goes up against job loss risks
By Jane King
Reporter

The Ohio Minimum Wage
Amendment would raise the
state minimum wage from
$5.15 to $6.85 per hour starting Ian. 1, 2007, if Issue 2 is
approved in this year's general election.
While 22 states have already
raised the minimum wage
above $5.15, Ohio's minimum
wage has remained the same
since 1997.
Proponents argue mini-

mum wage earners in Ohio
make $10,712 a year — $3,000
below the federal poverty line
— and the value of the wage
has declined due to inflation,
according to the Ohioans for a
Fair Minimum Wage Web site.
Randy Leite, a family and
consumer sciences professor
and supporter of Issue 2, said
dial a raise in minimum wage
will not necessarily pull many
people out of poverty
See ISSUE 21 Page 12

ISSUES 4 AND 5: SMOKING

Students argue "Smoke Free,"
"Smoke Less" mean less freedom
By Brant Daggatt
Reporter

It could be lights out for
smokers if Ohioans decide
to favor the smoking ban
proposals appearing on the
Nov. 7 ballot.
Issue 4 is a proposed
Constitutional Amendment
that would ban smoking in
enclosed areas except tobacco
stores, private residences or
nonpuhlic areas as well as
designated smoking areas in
restaurants.

)

Most bars, bingo halls
and Ixiwling alleys would be
excepted.
As a constitutional amendment, Issue 4 would also
trump any ordinance or local
law already in place.
I lowever, Issue 5, a proposed
law, goes beyond what the
Constitutional Amendment
would provide.
If Issue 5 passes individuals would no longer be able
See ISSUES 4/51 Page 8

Instructions:
vote, rinse and
repeat
When the smoke clears on Nov.
8, lots of things in the state
could be very different (or will
be, depending on what polls
you read).
We might have a new governor in Columbus, new senators and representatives in
Washington, or new judges.
Then again, we might not.
I wrybody reading this
month's In Focus section will
have a big say in how the
elections play out in just a
few weeks, and I hope the
stories we have help you sort
out your decisions.
But don't just leave the political scene once you leave those
new fancy electronic voting
See ACTIVISM; Page 8
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"If we lose this election, you will see more
Hilary Clinton in this state than you ever

From Page 7

si retches beyond what one
might lliink of u regular student organization. There are
tiers of involvement that can
extend into the wee hours of
the morning for some diehard devotees.
This consists of three areas
of Involvement: campaign
assistance, candidate support
and campus outreach.
Campaign
assistance
means helping Republican
politicians conduct successful elections. I here are phone
banks where each student,
on average, offers one night
a week to call through Wood
County phone lists promoting
Republican candidates in the
coming elections.
"We call people ami offer
to talk about the upcoming
issues and candidates. If people are unaware we try to tell
them what the Republican
Patty is planning to do and
why we support them," said
Andy llascher, a group member. "It's bard sometimes, You
get some hang-ups and some
rude comments, but sometimes you gel people who are
reallj appreciative."
But even with phone bank
meetings every night of the
week, its just the beginning,
College Republicans can

wanted to.... what happens now, with your
help, will shape the future of this country."
il /e(R - Bowling Green)
also be seen going door to
door in many neighborhoods
of Wood County, dropping
oil campaign literature, i hey

stamp flyers numbering in the

thousands for mass mailings.
I heseefforts are all a result
of kicking it into high gear
now that eleclions are dose
at hand.
With the elections looming,
there ate plenty ol opportuniliesfortheCollegeRepuhlicans
to show their candidates support for the coining elections
Most poignantly, debates.
So far, the College
Republicans have attended two ol the gubernatorial
debates between Republican

ken Blackwell and Democrat
led Strickland.
The latest, held in early October in
Cincinnati, was attended by
about eight members.
Campus outreach has
also alu,i\s been an important issue for the College
Republicans.
They have invited speakers
lo HI, to help encourage political debate on campus

David Horowitz, a featured
speaker from 2004. has been
considered one of the most
controversial invites, sparking a heated debate between
audience members,
"People may say they are
controversial choices, but
think about il: If we invited
a moderate speaker, how
many people would come?"
Llpian asked.
The College Republicans
are planning on inviting Ann
Coulter as their speaker for
this spring.
"Whether students agree
or disagree with the speaker doesn't matter as much
as them showing up and
participating in discussion
and debate, Llpian said. "I
don'l necessarily agree with
everything Ann Coulter
says, but she definitely gets
people talking."
This is central to I.ipian and
I lie College Republican mission statement.
Participation in community
is "the most Important work a

student can do," he said.

KLEVERS JEWELRY

ISSUES
From Page 7
"Voting yes will establish an
Immediate funding source for
college through the creation
of constitutionally guaranteed
tuition grants accessible to
every Ohio child." Ruma said.
However, a growing religious coalition throughout
Ohio is strongly opposing slot
machines, casino gambling and
thus, Issue 3.
What religious leaders sa\
is fueling their unusual activism, according lo a recent Plain
Dealer article, is both a theological opposition to casino
gambling and a sense of outrage at what they believe is i
deceptive multimillion-dollar
advertising campaign thai portrays a vote for gambling as a
vote for education.
"Slot machines have been
called the 'crack cocaine' of
gambling." Cleveland Bishop
Richard l.ennon said in a
statement released to I he
Plain Dealer
"You don't solve moral
dilemmas with immoral
activities." the Rev. C. lay
Matthews, president of United
Pastors, told a lired-up group
of clergy at Antioch Baptist
Church "Issue 3, really in the
next month, we got to hammer that one," he said.
Under the terms of the proposed amendment, tuition
grants would begin will) students entering college in 20TO.
During the first 12 years of
■the I earn and lain program. 5
percent of each graduating class
will receive grants no greater
than average annual tuition at

Ohio's public four-year universities. All other sludenis will be
eligible to receive funds based
on the number of credits they

have accumulated.

%
A
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www.Kleversjewelrystore.com

.tr^ Diamond Solitaires • Pendants • Earings • Bracelets
Money Clips • Gold Chains • Watches • Clocks
Corner of Poe & Haskms • 419 353.6691 • 1.800.569.3988

Credils ate earned based on
passing the core curriculum
elements established by the
Ohio Board of Regents
"A statewide tuition funding
source will not only remove a
heavy burden from Ohio children and their families, it will
create a thriving atmosphere
for Ohio higher education,"
Ruma said.
"Guaranteed access to tuition
grants ... will strongly encourage our high school graduates
lo go on lo college and to do so
within the state."

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

ISSUES 4/5
From Page 7
to smoke in public or areas of
employment and smoke in
their homes if Ihey are running
a businesses during operating
hours.
These potential restrictions
are firing up many individuals.
"It's my constitutional right
as an American to smoke
anywhere," said Jeff Barger, a
sophomore. "I can understand
preserving someone's right not
to he exposed to smoke, but
why do I have to be shunned if I
want to have a cigarette?"
"Does our government have
the right to determine what is
healthy?" Barger added. "Being
outside is the best ventilation
system there is, and if I can't
smoke men where can I go? Il
feels like I'm being segregated."
Barger is not the only person
expressing frustrations over

Eckel said. "I also believe the
ban would be good for the
smoker's health."
Aimie Gorajewski, a senior.
shares the same sentiments.
"If someone wants to poison
themselves thai is fine, but I do
not want them to be around
me and my child," Gorajewski
said. "My right for my child and
me lo breathe clean air is more
important than a smoker's right
to poison their lungs."
Frank Boardwine, a sophomore says the larger issue is
the government involvement
within the tobacco business.
"The dollar rules everything
in this country and they want to
limit smoking but still want the
tax revenues," said Boardwine.
"If the government wants to
solve the problem they should
declare it an Illegal drug, stop
supporting the tobacco industry and have effective trealmenl programs for ihose who
an; addicted."

the proposals.

CONFUSED YET?

"The biggest issue I see with
both of them is thai the government is running every minute
of a person's life," said Rena
Wolf, senior.
Wolf also sees potential problems with the issues' wording,
especially with Issue 5.
"What il a pel .on runs a
telemarketing or e-Bay business from their home and a
person does not physically
enter the residence and the
business owner is smoking,
couldn't that be a technicality
the government could get vou
on?" Wolf said.
But some are expressing concerns over air quality for nonsmokers.
"I do not think it's fair for
children to inhale secondhand
smoke," freshman Rachel

SEE WHAT EACH BILL
WOULD DO
ISSUE4: Thispioposedamendment
would prohibit smoking in enclosed areas
except tobacco stores, private residences
en nonpubk facilities, separate smoking
area in restaurants, most bars, bmgo
and bowling facilities, separated areas of
hotels and nursing homes, and race tracks"
ISSUE 5: Would-generally prohibit
the smoking and burning of tobacco in
enclosed areas of pubk places and
enclosed areas of places of employment
A pubk place is an enclosed area to
which the public is invited or permitted. A
place of employment is an enclosed area
under the control of an employer that the
employers employees use for work or any
other puipose"

(Source; wwwsmokefreeohioofg)

ACTIVISM

DEMS

From Paqe 7

From Paqe 7

machines — what goes on
in government is way too
important lo look al only
once every two years.
Our own campus College
Democrats and Republicans
keep up their efforts
throughout the year, getting
their messages out to the

around campus.
They also spent a night
painting the windows in the
Pub to publicize the rally.
But jusl because the deadline for voter registration and
the rally have passed doesn't
mean the College Democrats
are finished for the year.
In fact, just six days after
the rally, College Democrats
co-sponsored the showing of
"Iraq for Sale," a film about
companies profiting from the
Iraq War.
College Democrats are
also looking to plan a 'Denis
week" of movies, speakers
and forums on campus,
including debates with
College Republicans.
Tomorrow, they'll head lo
Toledo lo support Brown in
his next debate with DeWine.

campus and community.

Wliy not stop on by?
Not happy with the messages the parties are sending? There's probably someone who agrees with you, so
go to the Office of Campus
Involvement and slarl yourself a new group.
Post signs, hold protests,
bring in speakers, just do
something to keep your
mind focused and your
voice heard.

~My motto was always to keep swinging. Whether I
was in a slump or feeling badly or having trouble off
Ihe Held, the only Ihing to do was keep swinging."
Hank Aaron
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SIDELINES

Hazing incident brings sanctions on team
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

FOOTBALL
Three Falcons
nominated for
Player of the Week
honors

A sanction has been brought upon
the BGSU women's gymnastics
program fnlltnving a September
lia/ing incident.
A statement released by the
athletic department revealed the
sanction is a consequence of psychological hiiy.iiig.iiii' hazing was
done by returning team members
to the team's new members,
"It's certainly an unfortunate
situation." said IK.SIJ Director
of Athletics Greg Christopher.
Tlliey're] certainly a gotxl group
of people but collectively they

mark' some poor decisions."
The sanctions were brought by
the University's Office "I Student
1 jfe. They include a university probation dial will last through the
2007 spring semester. Hie team
begins its season in lanuary.
The sanction also states that
the team captains must schedule
a ii.lining session, involving the
entire team, on the topic of hazing
and res|H\ting one's sell. In the
presentation, the] must include
what constitutes hazing and how
it undermines team morale. All
returning members of the team
are also required to attend at least
one ol three sessions where the

squad will address hazing to captains of other BGaihletii teams
I he team's returning members
arc also required to perform five
hours of service in the Weflness
( oniK'ction. a pan ol Student
Health Services.
As for the effect on the team's
season, they will lace an additional sanction which will disallow the team from participating
in a previous!) scheduled nonMAC competition.
'Hie athletic department lakes
part of the blame, though, admitting not all BO athletes are clear on
what hazing is.
"Hie young women on the

"We need to improve
the education for our
student-athletes and
our coaches..."
team, they were doing sonic
things that the) didn't even realize were hazing." < hristophersaid
"That's on our shoulders \\c need
to improve the education foe out
student-athletes and our coaches
as Ki whal is hazing and what is
IKM hazing."

and Alonso Rojas were all

Player of the Week honors
this past week for their performances against Eastern
Michigan.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Falcons final match
is canceled halfway
through
BG was supposed to
conclude their fall season
over the weekend at the
Cincinnati Fall Classic but

MINORITIES WANTED
NOW
HIRING

to one round. The Falcons
finished Monday's round with
a team score of 325. The
team will resume play in late
February as their fall season
is over

BG24
Fall Sports show
BG 24 will air a live, allsports show tonight from 10
to 10:30 p.m. The cast will
speak with special guests
from different campus media
outlets, including BG News
Sports Editor John Turner.
They'll talk about the state of
JAROOMASTCNIES

... .V

BGSU football, volleyball and

Minority hiring preached but not practiced
By Wyatt Angle
Reporter

The BG News gives us the
top 5 meltdowns in all of
football this season.

1. Arizona
Cardinals: A 20-point
lead, your defense gives up
3 points all game and forces
6 turnovers. HOW DO YOU
LOSE? They managed. 2423 Bears win.

2. Oakland Raiders:

• It's disturbing how lackluster the Falcons have played at
home over the past two years.
In 2005 the) dropped their
final three games at Dow
Perry Stadium, and this yeai
they've struggled in home
wins over Buffalo 148-40
3011 and Eastern Michigan
(24-21), and were embarrassed In Kent State 38-3
during family weekend. The

atmosphere is awful, ii not
nonexistent, at the Doyt.

many other sports issues both

The List

telling game to date lor the
IKI football team
We really don't know how
good - :ir not good — the
FalCOIIS are as the) prepare
to play at Mid-American
Conference West leader
Central Michigan (4-3, 401. Should we believe lit,
is a below average team?
TWO narrow wins at home

programs in Division I —
suggests just that. Or should
we believe the I alcons, with
a little fortune, are capable ol
winning the East division ol
the MAC? Respectable show
ings in losses to Ohio Stale
and Wisconsin, coupled by
an impressive win over Ohio
University, would support
thai notion.
Mil's solid 1-3 rein
Isatadmisleadingwhenyou
((insider who the falcons
h.ne defeated.
Buffalo,
Florida International. Ohio
and Eastern Michigan are
a (oinhined 5-21, And Oil
is responsible lor lour ol
those w ins

area the match was limited

OUR CALL

succeed

over Buffalo and I astern
Michigan— twool theworsl

due to the weather in the

locally and nationally.

chance to
'tomorrow will be the mosi

Chris Bullock. Terrell White

nominated for MAC East

BG has a

Amendments of 1972 that
ensures equality among sexes in

unlversit) programs,
In light of the recent addition of
minority head coaches in several professional leagues across
the country, people are begin
ning to wonder whether the
same kind of trends can he seen
throughout college campuses
across the count ry.
There are relatively succinct
equality regulations that govern
other aspects of collegiate athletics. Perhaps the most famous
law that focuses on equality is Title IX of the Education

However. Sid Sink, BG'S assls
tant athletic director for compliance and certification, notes
that the NCAA lias no explicit
rule that relates to race and fulfilling coaching posit ions.
"There is no NCAA rule or
regulation thai says a given
university has to hire a certain
number of minority coaches for

their staffs."
However. Sink did note thai
although there is no actual
rule, he feels that the NCAA

implicitly recommends universities to make an effort to hire
minority coat lies.
"The M! VVs Well siie encourages as much diversity on the
athletic stalls as possible as long
as you're hiring coaches that can
get the job done." Sink said.

In December 2002, the NFL
adapted an internal regulation called the Roone) Rule in
which all \l I teams have to
interview at least one minority
candidate for a head coaching
position. Since iis inception,
both Ohk) teams - Cleveland
and Cincinnati — have hired an

African-American head coach.
However, the NCAA and the
NFL are two completely separate entities, making implementing such regulations more
ol a challenge.
"The difference [between the
\i \ \ and the NFL] is that the
NFL is a private organization."
said 111. Campbell, assistant
athletic director of athletic communications. "It'd he impossible to enforce thai kind of rule
across the board."
Perhaps the most applicable

The fans
the ones that
show up on Saturday — are
lethargic and their attitude
clearl) trickles down to the
field. Here's a possible remc<!\: Schedule more earlyseason night games during
the week. there's something attractive about night

games, cspccialh one's during the week, when students
arc often looking lor something to do. Yes, B( i docs host
Miami ol I onaWednesdaj
evening on Nov. 15, bul that's

the Falcons'final home game
ol 2006. I he lesson here is
it's easiei to build a Ian base
— particularly fresh men sin
dents
in Septembei than
November.

managed to make Charlie

Don't give up on the BG
men's
basketball
team
before the season begins

Frye look more like Joe

Yes. the I alcons were bad

Up 21-3 at the half they

Montana in a 24-21 comback

See COACHES | Page 10

Winslow's brother passes
suddenly over weekend

win.

3. Cleveland
Browns: Up 14-3 on the
"rejuvenated" Ravens. They

ByTomWIth.n
The Associated Press

proceeded to blow it and
were hurt even further when

CLEVELAND—Cleveland Browns

former Brown Matt Stover

tight end Kellcn Wlnslow |r.

kicked the game-clincher

attended a funeral yesterday for

4. St. Louis Rams:
Instead of kicking Seattle
when they were down 21-7 at

ANDKEWINNEDABITY

1PPHOI0

SATURDAY'S NOT ALRIGHT: Players from Miami(FL) brawl during Saturday's
game at the Orange Bowl The rwo schools brought down moie extensive punishment.

halftime, they let them come
back for a 30-28 win.

5. Tennessee
Titans: Up 13-0 with a
chance to beat the Colts in

Brawl participants face
stiffer penalties than before

the upset of the year, they
blew it and Peyton won

By Tim Reynolds
The Associated Press

14-13.

Nel Ratfceri Arizona Cadrak Kickei

MIAMI — Amid the pushing,
punching and posturing during the sideline-clearing brawl
between Miami and I'lorida
International. some actions were
deemed worse than others. I Tie
punishuicnts reflected the differences in severity.
F1U kicked two players, Chris

Smith and Marsliall McDuffle |r..
off the team for attacks against
Miami holder Matt I'errelli.
Hurricanes safety Anthony
Reddick, who swung his helmet
as a weapon, saw his one-game
suspension become an indefinite one Monday.

Those moves were among the
many made by the two universiSee BRAWL | Page 10

his younger brother, lustin K.B.
Winslow, who died suddenly
last week in Kansas City, Mo,
I le was 23.
The son of Hall of lame
tight end Keller) Winslow Sr.
was found unconscious on
Oct. 12 by his mother, Dawnn
Wimes O'Bannon. According
to a statement released by the
family, he was unresponsive
with a weak pulse.
lustin Winslow was taken by
ambulance to a hospital but
couldn't be revived and died at
8:30 a.m.
A family spokeswoman said
the cause of death would not
be known until toxicology
tests arc completed.
We tire deeply saddened by
the untimely and sudden death
of our beloved son and brother,
lustin K.B. Winslow,'' the fami-

"Justin will
continue to inspire
his family and
friends that were
touched by his life."

ly's statement said, "lustin will
continue to inspire his family
and friends that weie touched
by his life. His vivacious per
sonallty and magnetic spirit
will be deeply missed."
Kellen Winslow Ir„ who
suffered serious injuries in a
motorcycle accident last year,
joined his family for his brother's funeral at Watkins Brothers
Memorial Chapel in Kansas
Citv. Winslow was expected
to rejoin the Browns today as
the team begins preparing for
Sunday's home game against
the Denver Broncos.
i

lasi vear and mailed in the
end of the season, but Dan
Dakich returns a lol of raw.
young talent. Sophomores
Erik
Marschall,
Dusan
Radivojevic.
Darryl
Clements and Brian Moten
till showed positive signs
last year, and senior Martin
Satnarco is one ol the best

offensive players In the
MAC. Don't be surprised il
BG becomes a verv icspect
able team by lanu.uv
• Dakich isn't exactly on
good standing entering the
final year of his contract,
He's coming off a '1-21 campaign and games aicn'l all
lie's losing. Players have left
the program tit an alarming
rate during his tenure, lohn
Floyd, Steven Wright. Pat
Phillips and Patrick "Moon
Robinson all left the team
during the past 12 months.

What's worse Is the first three
would have been seniors;
Robinson, a junior.
• The consensus among
Dakich's critics is that he's
difficult todeal with. Perhaps
that's true on some levels
But Dakich is also approachable and has a good sense
See COLUMN | Page 10
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COACHES
From Page 9

regulation to minority hiring
in the athletics departmenl is
ntle VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964. which makes it illegal
to discriminate based on "race,
color, religioni sex or national
origin." riu' Equal i mpJoyment
Opportunity
Commission
enforces the title, but ii doesn't
provide aitj quotas and is used
more .is ,i reactive law than a
proactive law.
"Equal
Emplo) menl
Opportunity means that we
take affirmative actions to
ensure nondiscrimination in .ill
areas ol BG employment," said
Marsball Host', dircctui ol the
Office ol Equitj and Diversity.
"Should discrimination occur, ii
is reported for investigation."
Rose noted that although
the) constantlj push hard
for diversity in the University,
ii is not always achieved at a
desired rate.
"I think we do a e,ood fob

encouraging diversit] at main
levels In the hiring procedures
ol the University," Rose said.
"IISuil we need todoabetiet job
achieving more diversity in the
actual appointments that are

"It is very important
to us to exhaust
as many venues to
attract a diverse
array of candidates."
Director

made."
I leu though there is no direct
ruling that Forces a universitj
to Interview and hire a specific
number,Campbell feds that BG
does everything they can to offer
jobs to minority candidates
"It's very Important to ns
to exhaust .is main venues to
attract a diverse arraj of candidates to till our coaching positions," Campbell said.
Campbell believes It's important to have a balance in minorities, but not as important as liiriii}: a man or a woman who is
going to gel the job done.
"Although we're verj conscience about the diversity ol
our stalls, the most important
tailor is rinding a coach who
will be the best ni for a program,
both iii the long-term and the
short-term," he said.

COLUMN
From Page 9

of humor. But he's very stubborn and resistant to change,
lie may have to ease up on
his players if he wants to stick
around B(;.
[err} and Cynthia Robiskie
must be thrilled their son
chose lo play football at Ohio
State instead of for the Miami
Hurricanes. Last Saturday,
Brian Robiskie caught his third
touchdown pass of the season
iii the Buckeyes' :io-7 drubbing
Of Michigan State. Later that
evening Miami, which nearh
lured Robiskie down south a
couple years ago, was involved
in a disturbing on-field fight
with Florida International.
Furthermore, Miami's program
isn't even ranked in the top-2.r>
while the Buckeyes arc \'o. I on
everyone's list.
• Robiskie, who prepped at
Chagrin Falls near Cleveland.

has been a pleasant surprise fot
OSU. Though not highly touted
in high school. Robiskie lias the
surest hands on the Hiulcu's
and will flourish even more
when Anlhoin Gonzalez and
Led Ginn graduate to the NFL.

• osw back-up quarterback
lustin /.wick didn't deserve
the Ixios he received when the
Buckeyes hosted IK! earlier this
month. Yes, Zwick, a former her
aided recruit out of Massillon,
Ohio, has liecn a disappointment during his five years in
Columbus. But he was a major
asset to the team long before
he step|H'd on campus. In the
months after he committed to
osu, /wick picked up his tele
phone and urged other prospects to join him in Columbus.
The result: The No. 2 ranked
recruiting class in the country.
Among that group was Troy
Smith, Maurice Clarelt, Mike
D'Andrea, A.]. Hawk, Bobbj

Carpenter, Santonio Holmes,
Nate Salley and Nick Mangold.
Zwick should he credited with
helping to bring some of them
to Ohio State

• speaking of recruiting, osu
coach lim Ircsscl has been
masterful at building depth
in recent years, Guys like Ray
Small. Chris Wells. Robert Rose,
and Bryant Browning aren't
starting simply hi'cause they're
behind some of the nation's
best players.

Send conwwnts i<> itwn tii
rmiliilK" bgstl.edu

Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...

WWW.BGNEWSCOM
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ties, both of whom promised that
they would do whatever |»is

sible to ensure something like

Saturday nights fight between
the teams ncvet happens again.
lor us," LIU athletic director
Lili <: lit ii viul. OTIC incident is
one incident too many."
iheiiiiiu'tsiiiesltiundthat:
—Reddick ran across the
lii'ld in the opening seconds
of (he fight, helmet raised high
before he struck at least one

III) player. That merited "additional measures," Anandc Coast
( (inference Commissioner
lohn Swoflord said.
—Chris Smith wrestled
IVnclli down as the melee
began and appeared to punch
him in the chin.
\s Smith held IVrrclli on
die ground, McDuffle ran up
and kuked tlic Miami player in

the head.
'There were many other violent
ads committed during the fight.
yet those were the ones that the
schools apparently deemed the
most grievous.
"What was envisioned as an
opiKirtunity for two hometown
teams to provide an evening ol

athletic competition resulted
in a brawl thai brought embarrassment to the teams, our universities, and our community,"
Miami president Donna Shalala
wrote Monday in a letter posted
on the schools Web she.

Shalala will rneetwIthFTU president Miub Maidiquetomorrow

to determine if next season's
game between the teams will

lie played, An announcement
will 1*' made by the weekend.
Shalala slid.
Somehow, neither team
had am players injured during the melee.
Miami ordered each of its
other 12 players suspended
along with Reddick to serve
community service, plus said
it "re-emphasized" the importance of sportsmanship to
coach Larry (inker and members ol his stall.
"fhe coaches will be held
,u i (mutable lor any violation of

ibis principle," athletic directot
Paul Dee said.
The brawl was the third unlit Id Incident in Miami's past
seven games; the Hurricanes
also fought with l-SU alter losing last season's Peach Bowl and

trampled Louisville's midfield
Cardinals logo before playing
there last month, an act widely
viewed as taunting.
Coker was not available for
comment. He was to hold his
regular weekly news conference Tuesday.
Meanwhile. Miami's Brandon
Meriweather — who was seen
stomping on Fill opponents
during the light and was suspended foronegame—released
a letter of apology yesterday.
"I did not use my better judg
men! and instead of helping
the situation, 1 participated in
the light, much to my regret."
Meriweather wrote. "As a team
captain, I have come to expect
more from myself."
The NCAA, in a statement
released Monday, called the
light "wholly unacceptable"
and said it hoped the added
sanctions taken by Miami and
iiu shows "that such behavior
is not tolerated."
While Miami's response was
strong. Fill's was even stronger.
Besides ordering the two
dismissals those players will
remain on scholarship — FIU
increased the suspensions loi
another lb players invoked in
the melee. Originally ordered
it i sen e one game suspensions
by the Sun Belt Conference.
each of ihose plavers are now
out indefinitely.
Plus, all the suspended
ITU players will have to complete id hours of auger management counseling and 50
hours of community service,
besides be on probation for
the remainder of the academic
year. Further, all LIU players
— suspended or not — and
coaches will need to complete
community service projects.
I his is something that's not
going to be tolerated." Gan I.I
Said, "We've go! to use ibis as
an example to the young kids
in South Florida and all over.
They need to know that yes,
football is very competitive.
Our society is very competitive. But we'ie got to make
sure that we teach the youth
in South I lorida what's acceptable behavior and what's not"
The ACC and Miami (4-2)
suspended Reddick. Carlos
Armour, Chris Barney, lames

Bryant. Tyrone Byrd, DajLeon
I an, Ryan Hill. Bnice Johnson,
Charlie Innes. Meriweather,
Brian Monroe, Derrick Morse
and Randy Phillips.

Under Renovation
Located on the corner ol 8th and High St.

Carpet

■ Ho.d
) Refrigerator*
Lighting Fixtures w/ Fan
Closet Organizers
Kitchen Vinyl
B Panel Bi-Fold Closeli
I Bedroom ■ Bathroom Door*
Great AHordable Rates
Spacious Bedrooms
Free membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa
JRang.

...we would have
furniture!

Office lean:
Mon-Ftl: 8-12 41-4 30
530 S M.pl. SI.

Available furnished or unfurnished
Spacious bedrooms

Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable

"True Separation"
soundproofing system
No parking worries

Copper Beech Clubhouse
Large capacity washer
& dryer
Full-size dishwasher
Garbage disposal
Built-in microwave

Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room

'Out Wrtiaigei lind 117% ledeeal Uerrenal Service (ranei quarterly). S< lefulatory I 4fc
■diuriiitratntilme/irw. 1 othen by area) iff w tun (drtaik MM-614 lllli geVt mn and NI urrhargei
OMM Ida" 4*/, lo 11'', lo foot 14 Amratjon tee/rote* tSS (SIS lor tnondirv Family SharePlan lint) wirti I-yi
tattrntrm)"
IKfOtlDII lOWIIMll IKIMIUIIOII U>r"t lo IIIMI tftmm. lalcntj Plan. Ol ll Km V™""- •*»»
loim ind titdtl apfto-al. SltS IHfnMllMfl he, 4Sl/min after aloMnie. other tjijipri 1 rruntdom Uugt
roended to oni lull minute Orfm and torerarr not arailable mryeteie Aiwrtu'i thene (oretage Area
form 291 mrlion people Hereof* druirj. trremtr limitation! I malt it reruomnrekit torn NIJMJ Ml pm •
S:S< am K.-I Krone Iran 110 well tanned time e*f © INS lemon Wire*!!
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The skinny on six Ohio races, with platforms from the candidates' Web sites and how to contact them
TED
STRICKLAND

KEN
I Environment

BLACKWELL

Strongly supports
conservation
and allocation
of tax dollars
for improving
fuel efficiency
and protecting

■ Economy. "In
order to spur
economic growth
we need to put

GOVERNOR

i

■

DEMOCRAT

the brakes on
out of control

Supports
development ol
alternative fuel
sources, and
protection of
wildlife and local
parks

cleanup

BUCAN

■ Economy.

U.S. HOUSE

which allocates
$4 billion for

tax burden*

BRADLEY
LEAVITT

■ Environment

the Great Lakes
Restoration
Financing Act.

spending and
lower Ohioans

MARCY
KAPTUR

■ Envwonment
Co-sponswed

U.S. SENATE

MATT
SZOLLOSI
Believes
legislature needs
to be ready

works to renovate
downtown

usage of tuition
caps m higher
education

to fully fund
education, and

OHIO HOUSE

REPU8LICAN

Study the new rules, then go to the polls early
ByElissa Yonktrs
By Elissa Yonkers
Repoiter

There are several changes in
Ohio concerning identification
requirements when voting and
absentee voting regulations that
students should be aware of
before they vote this November.
Students who choose to vote
In this election should be readj
for a new Identification law.
The law, I louse Bill 3, requires
voters to produce identification with their current address.
such as a utility bill or paycheck
before being allowed to vote.
Voters also can give the last
four digitsoftheir Social Security
number and vote using a provisional ballot instead.
All registered voters will
also be able to vote this year
using absentee ballots with-

■ Economy: Helped
pass two of the
largest tax cuts in
US history, says
he is committed
to staying in
■

£.

'■

that lull fuming n
necessary for No

'—'

■ Environment
Supported
legislation that

CWdLeftBehrtd
also wants to
mease Pell Grants

protected against
industrial leakage
as weH as a bi
that provided ta*

U.S HOUSE

. promote stronger
after-school pro
grams

precedent

cedrts to users of
renewable fuels

■

expenditures
and lowering
Wants to
see more te!*l
-estaurants

JEFF
BRETZ
■ Economy: "We
need to hold our
elected officials
that are m power
.. accountable
for the losses
at the Butea-

i

BOB
LATTA
■

■ n-nent.
Won the
Cooperate*
Awdid (torn Ohio

OHIO HOUSE

Soil and Watet
cation

ol Workers
Compensation

District (2004)

and service

INFOKM1TION GUTHEBED BY KJIMEBIHC KOPKOWSKI

^TTIKB

lo give a reason, dents can vote in Howling ■
out
out needing
necding to
thanks to a passed Statewide Green or Wood County on
Ohio ballot issues if they wish,
ballot initiative.
This year all on-campus regis- as long its they registered :iii
tered students will be able to vote days before the election using
in the Multicultural Lounge on their local address.
In-state students also can vote
the second floor of the Union.
Where off-campus students absentee in their home county if
vole depends on where they live thej feel more attached to issues
there, or If their schedule is too
in the city.
We trietl to reach out to the busy to make it lo the local polls
campus community to get reg- on election days.
Absentee ballots are available
istered and participate," said
Terry Burton, deputy director On the hoard's Web site and are
ol the Wood County Board of due at noon Saturday, Nov. 4, at
the Bowling Green courthouse.
Elections.
The actual voting process
Burton said this included giving voter registration forms to all takes only around five minutes,
according to Ellen Dalton, viceresidential advisors.
Hie board is charged with president for membership ol the
organizing, keeping track ol and i eague of Women Voters.
she advised student voters
running all pans of the election
to get to the polls early to heal
process.
All on or off-campus stu- the rush.

PAUL
GILLMOR

■ Education- Bttevtt

Interested in
minimizing

jobs

ffl

MIKE
DEWINE

STEVE
HORNYAK
■'

■ Education

Supports
the Mam St
Piogram. which

Toledo with the
goal of creating

1
.1

ROBIN
WEIRAUCH

■■

%

Clll K
Vasawfl

Gmm>(?w>
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NITROGEN WITH ANY
NEW TIRE PURCHASE

ALIGNMENT i OIL CHANGE
VatM4i(S)l.MfinMl

$
St"*

| On ANY 4 Michelin Tires
| Oel a S5C r»Mlt whan you buy a Ml of 4 new Mtchelm' brand pasitngar
c* light (rue* lit! Otfar •ndi loon Huffy In and MW!

WE WElCOMf COMPANY CARS ft NATONA*. ACCOUNTS
1 HOUB m 110- TMf imvici OUAHUT

On ANY
Alignment Service
FREE SHUTTLE
TO & FROM
BGSU CAMPUS

«Affii SERVICE CEHMIS^^
9*3 South Main Slr.«t • Acrow ttom ALDI Food*.

with Tire Rotation'

ILJEL-I
INCLUDES
Chassis Lube

FREE
Fluid Top-off**
Bel.een Chang**

Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetlreman.com

Senior Portraits
Today & Tomorrow!!
Call 372-8086 to schedule an appointment, though
Walk-ins Are Welcome

£tee

• „r Portraits

9 a.i*v-x

Appropriate Dress Required!
Your photo will automatically be included in the 2007 Key YEARBOOK senior section
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ISSUE 2
From Paqe 7
" I In' reality is that iSli.H") per
hour] is still far below what someone would nettl to make to earn
enough to move above the pov*
ertj line," he said. Tor someone
in a family of four, they would
need to make over S9 an hour to
make enough lii earn more than
the poverty Une."
Advocates also saj that states
with hijiher minimum wages
have more job growth than
oilier slates.

"Employment in small businesses grew by 9.4 percent In
states with higher minimum
wages than federal minimum
u age states 11>.(> percent orOhio,"
according to a stud) done by
PoUcj Matters Ohio, a non-profit
policy research organization.
Hut opponents of Issue 2
argue a raise in the minimum
wage won't really help lowwage workers.
They say jobs will be lost,
most of which Ix'long to lower
skilled workers, and that "Ohio
industry will face higher costs of
doing business, making t Ihio less
competitive with other states.
according to the Ohioans to
Protect Personal Privacy
IKi senior Audi llascher said
because the minimum wage has
been at the same place for such B
long lime, it's time to re evaluate
how much It should be
"While its eeS) to say that I
think it should be higher, we have
In keep in mind that raising the
minimum wage could limit the
amount of new workers that can
enter the laboi tone, and weigh
the pros and cons accordingly."
said I laschei.
lobs will he lost if minimum
wage is Increased, according to a
March 2006 study done b) David
Macpherson, a Florida State
University economist.
" I he mandated
increase
would result in a loss of almost
12.000 jobs and impose a $308
million hit on the Ohio economy," Macpherson reporled in
the study.
"One-hall ol the layoffs would

"We would actually
be depriving [the
poor] of their only
source of income."
Brian Kutzley | College Republicans
occur among workers under the
age of 25 and one thud would
occur among workers with a

famllj Income below S25,ooo,"
he said.
Opponents
saj
better
approaches to abolishing poverty would be to increase die feclei.il I aineil Income lax Credit
and to improve job-development and training,
Brian Kutzley. co-chair of
Mils college Republicans, said
Republicans are in no way
opposed 10 ending poverty but
the] believe that raising the minimum wage would remove the
only job openings that unskilled
workers—the very people thejrre
irying to help — currently have.
"Someone at or below the povcity level is able to get a minimum wage job because they are
only competing with others ol
their same education and training level, II the minimum wage
were increased, then those jobs
would attract, for instance, high
school grads and college dropouts," said kul/ley
"By attempting to help the
poor, uneducated and unskilled,
we would actually be depriving them of their only means of
income." he said
Issue 2 would also change
Ohio's constitution 10 allow
individuals access to employee
records, a concern among many

opponents of the issue.
More specifically, it would allow
the release of employee names,
addresses, occupations, paj rates
and daily hours worked to others, which opponents argue is an
Invasion of privacy and increases
the chances of people gelling
their idcniitx stolen.
\s pan of the constitution, the
amendment would not beeasfly
changed or corrected.

KDuAtomi&ea

Holiday
*

Catering

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

.»*

r@6ar£&»w&iNf1

£419353 2277*
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Issue Is long,
strange trip
A ruling last week by the
loth Circuit Court of Appeals
means Issue 1. which would
have made changes to worker's compensation law, will
not appear on the Nov. 7 ballot — for now, anyway.
The appeals court ruled
that supporters failed to supply their signatures to the
state before deadline.
It was the latest turn for
both sides after a lower court
had ruled 10 allow the referendum onto the ballot.
Now, the Ohio Supreme
Court will hear the challenge
to Secretary of State Ken
lllackwell's ruling.
lames Lee. lilackwell's
press secretary, said he didn't
know when the slate's high
court would rule.
If passed. Issue 1 would
restore planned cuts ill worker's compensation benefits
as outlined in Senate Hill 7,
which passed in March.
Any votes for Issue 1 on
ballots already primed will
not be counted.

County parties
set their sights
on students

Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bilrm Twnh
Dishwasher

Garbage Disposal

The Daily Crossword Fix
"

I
m

1'

I

I

■

Nationally it's been another
battle year for Democrats and
Republicans as each parly
gears up for the upcoming
November elections.
Here in Wood County,
the battle for office is no
different.
I his year, political parties
in Wood County are counting on University students
to vote and tip the scales in
their favor.
Amanda Belcher, president
of the College Democrats,
wants to see students have
that impact and hopes they'll
come out to the polls and vote
in big numbers.
Many students don't
always see the correlation
between Washington and
home," Belcher said,

THE LOCAL BATTLES

■
1

1

ACROSS
Latent spy
Portal
Nautically to the left
Spoken
Colorful Apple
"South Pacific" extras?
Slight of build
Wealthy
Word to the audience
Philosopher's doubts?
Tarzan Ron
Mama
!
Tried hard
Hydrox rival
Trifling amount
Seething
Black Hawk War participants
Copenhagen native
Philanthropist's doubts?
Unfair preference
Corrida cries
Shoptalk

Ads • 419 572-6977
Sr-wv »iK MM knwrinah •wept***'
* thai in i
mt.Hi-.ii Mltatl .in. null
»i pnup

26 Characteristic
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
36
36

1

Indian prince
Platte River people
Desert springs
Bad hair pieces
Viper's weapon
Fort Knox bar
"Beau __"
Farm tower
Dreadful
Slightly wet

fWi(D)

43 NCAA word
45 "_ Fideles"

46 Shell product
47 Eminem's Dr.
48 Rat fink's doubts?
56 Barely sufficient
57 Actress Gershon
58 Leon Uns novel, "_ 18"
I
t)

61 State boldly

V

62 Computer command
63 Got up
64 Long skirt

4raiifo /2 423--414
Ql>(> IMI.RSI Ml 1)K1\ I
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AI.I. STADIUM SKATING

7 4510 00

• THE GRUDGE 2IPG-131

710940

M«N0FTHEVEAR|PG-I3)

710945

LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
(iarage tor I vehicle
Stating at 5475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONIHiPH-1317 00 9 30
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING |H|
7 30935
THEOEPARTEOlBI

7 001000

SCHOOL FOR SC0UNDREIS IPO-HI 7 00 9 30
OPEN SEASON'pn,
THE GUARDIAN IPG-I3)
JACKASS: NUMBER TWO IR>
GRIDIRON GANG (PG-13)
LOVE'S ABIDING JOY IPCI

7:30 9 35
7001000
7:30 935
"151000

730940

Management Inc.

Kvergreen Apts.
21512. Foe Rd
I arae I or 2 bedroom

Opening in Oct
BGSl Bus route/15 min.
walk to campus

ON THE WEB: Read the rest of
iNs sttyy at wwwbgnewscom and

OUTBACK
STE AKHOUSE^

Cooks, Servers 5
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
v7 Flexible Hours
■J Paid Vacations
v" Health/Denial
Insurance
\l Employee Stock
Option Plan
are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

MOVIHVllllltMiM 111 sius VII SHOWSILSO
IKIIIW SIM.W All SIATY UJ SHOWSM.50
CROSSOVER IPG-Ill
7 20930
STEPUPlPGUl
7 00920
TAUA0EGA NIGHTS THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY IPO-HI
7 00 9 20
MONSTER HOUSE IPCI
7 10 910
LITTLE MAN (PC-131
7259 30
CLICK |P0-13|
7 00910

Is Now Hiring:

Laundry on site

, 2&M&M 6
423-286'
sr
FraiuMtvuwiimu

Management Inc.
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Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road

Mauniee. OH 43537
(Just a few minutes from BG!
Take 1-475W to Dussel-turn right.)
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Wanted

For Rent

Need 1 Roommate one female
needed lo Ml lease at Enclave Apis.
Lease runs until 8-1-07 - $350 mo.
Ca" Mike 440-478-7500,

" Lg. 1 bedim apt., also rooms
Avail. Now S. or 1 st ol year . 2
bdrml/1/07. 07-08 S.Y. 8 all listings 24/7 @ cartyrentals.com or call
3530325
2 bdrm apt lor rent w/ balcony,
1000 sq. H. $630 a month ml gas S
cable Iree. Call 419-318-4798.
2 bdrm apt on 4th Street $490 a
month * ulil 419 409-1110 or 419
352-4456.

Help Wanted

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

'BARTENDING1 up lo $300 day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

LASAGNA & SPAGHETTI
ARE BACKI!
352-9638
THINK YOU'RE FUNNY?
Comics needed lor BGSU s
LAST COMIC STANDING!
Sign up @ the Union's
Into Center by Oct 25
Questions? 419-372-9009

WEDNESDAY IS
BG BURGER DAY
Lunch & Dinner
MCDONALD DINING

Administrative Assistant-Seeking
part time work or an internship?
Learn the commercial real estate
business and be an assistant to the
president! Highly organized, good
communication skills and limited
graphic design a plus. Send resumes IO: tjrlania'danbefiynational.
com Deadline 1025/06. EOE
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com
Kidz Watch now hiring care givers
lor days. eves., weekends Fun atmosphere. Ilex scheduling, exp. with
children prelerred. Send resume or
apply in person to Kidz Watch 580
Craiq Dr. «2 Perrysburq OH 43551
Need child care in my Perrysburg
home, starling Dec. 3 weekdays
8.30 am - 3 30 pm 419-873-0731

WEDNESDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch:11-2
Dinner: 4 30-7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

For Sale

Campus Events

2000 Nissan Sentra. 105 K miles
Excellent condition. Runs Great.
S5900 OBO 513 237 2837
ANDYS HOT DOG
$25,000 ■ Serious Oilers Only
419-241-7488

EVERY WEDNESDAY
BURGER BAR

WEDNESDAY
ITALIAN NIGHT

Lunch: 11-2
Dinner. 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

$7 95 All You Care To Eat
4:30pm - 7pm
COMMONS BUFFET

Portage Ofi

e«ri> r n avwllabla r..r l,irth.l.,>
piirlU's.., - II Hr..u|M
ranforlnftarmalkMi
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
IHE MARINE (FO-131

Management inc.

'

s

and Republicans aie courting voters

I inillai I'ike AptS.
111/113 FindkiyPk

ANSWERS

59 Baseball manager Joe
60 Pizzeria need

6TH CIRCUIT APPEALS COURT:
Thomas Osow* (D) and Dennis Parish
(R) are contesting an open seal

"Star Wars" villain
Repartee
Known by few
Literary category
Units of force
PC picture
Zip about
Composer Stravinsky
Digital recorder
Islamic scholar
God of destruction
Holm oak
Delhi garb
Fr. holy woman

44 Book jacket info

Personals

see how Wood County Democrats

IV^ aArruxe \f ///.'//./.)

39
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

DM HI.

Dryer in 2/3 hdrm.

Carports

1■

'"

COUNTY COMMISSIONER:
Incumbent Tim Brown (R) v Melanie

Air Condition/Washer/
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Playwright Hart
Heraldic border
Secular
Tarzan Lincoln
Slimming garment
Friendship
Dash gauge
Reverberation
Slowly, in music
Turkish title
Skip over
Cincinnati team
Half a fly?
Emphatic turndown
"Sayonara" Oscar
winner Miyoshi
25 "The Lion King" hero

1■

■

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
29
31
34
35
36
37
40
41
42

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22

By Mc.igh.in Gvraghty
Reporter

STATE REPRESENTATIVE:
Incumbent Bob Una (R) faces Jeff

Management Inc. .

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Coming
to Findlay!
At Max He Emu's, we know that by creating
a great place to work, we are creating
a great place for our guests. We are truly
passionate about people.

Now Hiring

2 bdrm. apt. subls. Jan 07 May
Near camp $295-mo S ulil 4192790701.
2 bdrm turnished apt w/ gas lireplace Located next to water lower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239

3 bdrm. house. 1 block Irom shuttle.
Garage, A c W D hookup ' NO
PETS $750 & ulil. 419-353-8208
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unil apt. looking tor 1 sublsr ASAP
or looking for Spr Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
WD. A/C. central heat, breaklast
bar, hi-spd. cable & internet incld in
rent $650 mo 216-5380061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor. 5 bdrm . 2 wood
burning fireplaces wooded lot. $255
mo incld. partial util Call after 7 &
leave message. 419-352-5523.
Roommates Needed.
$300
419-353-5100.
Simply styling, our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect1 Special pricing avail.,
hurry in. this is a limited time otter.
Charing Cross 419 352-0590
Spring Subleaser Needed. A furnished 1 bedroom apt. on E. Reed.
Pay electric only. 440-554-3903.
Subleaser Needed ■ 1 bedrm. apt,
unturn.. avail, for Spring Semester.
$350 per mo plus gas & electric
Parking
avail
419-410-1351,
details

f -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

-FREE HEA1

Servers • Bartenders •Cooks
Host/ess • Dishwashers

Apply in person
Mon - Fri 9a - 7p at the
NliW Max & Ermas location in

VMS.TV SOUAM
AMdlliltNtS

I
I Pf'CO

N

t

front of Wal-Mart on Trenton Ave.

max & £rma's

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

For directions and to download an application,
please visit www.maxandermas.com

419-353-7715 ti*

QUESTION OF THE DAY: WHAT'S ONE COMMENT YOUR PARENTS WOULD SAY IF THEY SAW YOUR PUCE TODAY?

"You dirty bird!"

For answers to these questions and more
read the BG News everyday and attend the
Off Campus Housing Fair. Wed. Ocl 25
in the Bowen Thompson Student Union
Multi-purpose Room.
For a list ol things to consider when search!
for a place to live, go to our top ten lists online
at www.bgsu.edu/ollices/si/olfcimpus com

